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• Microbiology and Food Safety, PhD (Colorado State University)
• Applied Statistics and Data Analysis, Graduate Certificate (CSU 

Statistics Dept.)
• Food Science & Human Nutrition, MS (CSU Food Science Dept.)

• Biostatistics and Epidemiology, Advanced Professional MPH
• Food and Drug Regulatory Affairs, Graduate Certificate
• Climate Change and Health, Graduate Certificate

Website: https://publichealth.yale.edu/education/degrees/mph/advanced/
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGVN9JfoIt8

https://publichealth.yale.edu/education/degrees/mph/advanced/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IGVN9JfoIt8


Public Health Microbiology Program
Tennessee State University

Funding sources

Extramural Funding: >$4.5M  since 2015
 USDA-NIFA FSOP: $299,995 (Role: PD, 2023-2026)
 National Institute of Health: $33,680 (PD of Sub-award, 2020-21)*
 Pressure BioScience Inc.: $35,000 (Role: PD, 2019-2024)
 USDA-NIFA CBG: $350,000 (Role: PD, 2018-2022)
 USDA-NIFA HEC: $50,000 (Role: PD, 2018-2021)
 USDA-NIFA FSOP: $165,000 (Role: PD, 2018-2021)
 Pressure BioScience Inc.: $23,500 (Role: PD, 2017-2019)
 USDA-NIFA FSOP: $59,750 (Role: PD, 2016-2019)
 Pressure BioScience Inc.: $9,400 (Role: PD, 2017-2019)
 NIFA FSOP.: $880,000 (Role: CO-PD, 2019-2023)**
 USDA-NIFA FSOP.: $1,197,751 (Role: CO-PD, 2015-2020)**
 NIFA CBG.: $300,000 (Role: CO-PD, 2018-2022)
*Pending account setting and internal administrative approval.
** Sub-awardee of Southern Center Main Awards.

Website: https://publichealthmicrobiology.education/

Website performance: 4/22/2020

https://publichealthmicrobiology.education/


Colombia, Dominican 
Republic, Georgia (twice), 
Guatemala (Thrice), Haiti 
(Twice), Jamaica (Thrice), 
Lebanon (Twice) and 
South Africa.

Public Health Microbiology Foundation est. 2022



Teaching in 
Tennessee and 
Internationally

Graduate Course in Policy and Regulations

2022 Student Evaluation:

• “…Dr. Fouladkhah is easily the nicest professor I have ever had the pleasure of 
meeting. He seriously cares about you and how you're doing.” 

• “”I loved this class it was so interactive and different from any other class I have 
taken here at TSU!”

Global Health Programs Available at: 
https://publichealthmicrobiology.education/global-health-programs

2019, Philippi Township, Cape 
Town, South Africa:

HIV Prevention Training

2018, 2020, 2021 Guatemala
Food Safety Training for 

Food Industry Leadership

2017 Santiago, Dominican Republic
USAID Public Health and Microbiology Training

Faculty and Staff of ISA University

2020, 2022 (Ministry of Health)
Haiti Government, Fortification with iron, 

vitamin b12, and zinc 

Celebration of UN 1st Food Safety Day

2021, 2022 Jamaica
Food industry Certifications

Teaching Evaluations Available at: https://publichealthmicrobiology.education/stakeholders-evaluation

Summary of Students’ Evaluation of AGSC 5540- Food Policies and Regulations Course^
Dr. Aliyar Cyrus Fouladkhah- Sole/Lead Instructor

Year
Mean Score

(5-point hedonic)
University/College/Department Status

2018 5.00/5.00
Ranked #1 in University, College, and Department.

2019 4.55/5.00 Ranked above University, College, and Department means in all 20 evaluation categories.
2020 4.83/5.00 Ranked above University, College, and Department means in all 20 evaluation categories.
2021 4.92/5.00 Ranked above University, College, and Department means in all 20 evaluation categories.

2022 4.86/5.00
Ranked #1 in 7 out of 20 categories compared to all courses of university. Ranked above 

University, College, & Department means on remaining 13 categories. 
^ Complete evaluation data available upon request

Typically, 3 to 10 additional 
enrollment from the Food 
Industry and Regulatory 

Agencies via Zoom

CIFOR Guideline
HACCP

Nutrition Labeling
FSMA PC QI

https://publichealthmicrobiology.education/global-health-programs
https://publichealthmicrobiology.education/stakeholders-evaluation


Research Responsibility:
1. Elevated Hydrostatic Pressure
2. Bacterial Biofilm
3. Effects of Climate Change on Infectious Diseases
• Elevated Hydrostatics 

Pressure:
• Hub880, up to 650 MPa
• Deepest part of Oceans 

(Mariana Trench): c. 110 MPa
• Programable unit Hub 440, 

380 MPa
• Controlling the temperature
• Synergism with bacteriocin 

and bactericidal compounds

High Pressure Processing, Public Health Microbiology Laboratory

High Pressure Processing, Public Health Microbiology Laboratory

Allison et al., 2018

Information about the units: https://ir.pressurebiosciences.com/press-releases/detail/284/pressure-
biosciences-announces-commercial-release-of-the

https://ir.pressurebiosciences.com/press-releases/detail/284/pressure-biosciences-announces-commercial-release-of-the
https://ir.pressurebiosciences.com/press-releases/detail/284/pressure-biosciences-announces-commercial-release-of-the


Public Health Microbiology Under the 
Landscape of Climate Change: An 

Epidemiological Perspective





Emerging pathogens
Vertical and Horizontal Gene Transfer and Emerging Pathogens

Photo Courtesy: 
http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia
/B/binary_fission.html



Horizontal Gene Transfer

Donn, 2012



Planktonic cells and Biofilm Communities

Photo Courtesy: 
http://www.microbiologybytes.com/blog/category/biofilms/

Photo Courtesy: 
http://www.ifenergy.com/50226711/boosting_microbial_fuel_cells_with_biofilm.php

Photo Courtesy: http://micro-
writers.egybio.net/blog/?tag=antibiotic-resistance

Photo Courtesy: 
http://prometheus.
matse.illinois.edu/
glossary/biofilms/

Biofilm formation 
on biotic and 
abiotic surfaces



Cronobacter sakazakii
Two outbreaks in Tennessee (1998, Memphis; 2001 Knoxville)
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Quorum Sensing and Biofilm formation

Photo Courtesy: http://www.jci.org/articles/view/20074/figure/2 Photo Courtesy: 
http://2009.igem.org/Team:Aberdeen_Scotland/WetLab/quorumsensing

Photo Courtesy: http://labrat.fieldofscience.com/2010/07/quorum-sensing-and-biofilms.html

Shiga toxin 
producing E. 
coli, not 
antibiotic 
treatment due 
to Quorum 
Sensing 
Concerns



Infectious Diseases is a Moving Target…

• It is estimated only 1% of microbial community has been 
identified.

• Currently etiological agent of 80.3% of foodborne 
illnesses, 56.2% of hospitalization, and 55.5% of deaths 
remain unknown (in a typical year, Scallan et all., 2011).

“Emerging” Pathogens:
• Vertical and horizontal gene transfer spores and 

biofilm formation
• Quorum sensing and cell to cell communication

“It is the microbes who will have the last word.” 
-Louis Pasteur

Photo Courtesy: http://www.microbiologybytes.com/blog/category/biofilms/
http://www.ifenergy.com/50226711/boosting_microbial_fuel_cells_with_biofilm.php
http://micro-writers.egybio.net/blog/?tag=antibiotic-resistance

Photo Courtesy: http://www.jci.org/articles/view/20074/figure/2

4.5 Billion, 3.5 Billion years
100,000 to 300,000 years



Epidemiology of 
Foodborne Diseases 
in the United States

Based on data from 1990s: (Mead et al., 1999)

76 million illnesses, 323,000 hospitalizations, 5,200 deaths in the 
United States.

More recent estimates show: (Scallan et al., 2011)

• 47.8 million illnesses, 127,839 hospitalizations, and more 
than 3,037 deaths in the United States. (c. 1.7M cases 300K 
deaths/year of sepsis)

• 9.4 million illnesses, 55,961 hospitalizations, and 1,351 
deaths are cause by 31 known foodborne agents.

• In addition to consumer insecurity, foodborne diseases cause 
around $77.7 billion for losses in productivity and economical 
losses. (2021 GPD of Jamaica 14.7 Billion)

• Approximately 30% of population are especially “at risk” for 
foodborne diseases (The YOPI’s: The young, the old, 
Pregnant, and Immunocompromised)



Significant foodborne pathogens… 
based on Mead et al., 1999 and Scallan et al., 2011 studies

• Leading etiological agents for illnesses: Norovirus
(58%), Nontyphoidal Salmonella serovars (11%), 
Clostridium perfringens (10%), and Campylobacter spp
(9%). 

• Leading etiological agents for hospitalization:
Nontyphoidal Salmonella serovars (35%), Norovirus 
(26%), Campylobacter spp (15%), and Toxoplasma 
gondii (8%).

• Leading etiological agents for death: Nontyphoidal 
Salmonella serovars (28%), T. gondii (24%), Listeria 
monocytogenes (19%), and Norovirus (11%).



Signs and Symptoms of 
Foodborne Diseases

• Mild illness (no medical care sought) 
• Guillain–Barré syndrome (Campylobacter and Salmonella)

• Post-infectious irritable bowel syndrome (Campylobacter and 
Salmonella)

• Reactive arthritis (Campylobacter and Salmonella)
• Haemolytic uraemic syndrome (E. coli O157) 

• End-stage renal disease (E. coli O157)
• Death

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Say prevention is the key



Significant foodborne pathogens… 
based on Scallan et al., 2015 study

• Disability adjusted life year (DALY). DALY: Loss of life and health due to 
illness

• Non-typhoidal Salmonella (329000)
• Toxoplasma (32700) 
• Campylobacter (22500) 
• Norovirus (9900) 
• Listeria monocytogenes (8800) 
• Clostridium perfringens (4000) 
• Escherichia coli O157 (1200)

62% bacterial agents; 29% parasitic agents; 9% viral agents

One DALY can be thought of as one lost year of 
"healthy" life.

DALY= YLL+YLD

YLL: Years of Life Lost (YLL) due to premature 
mortality in the population
YLD: Years Lost due to Disability (YLD) for people 
living with the health condition

Source: WHO, 2019



CDC Estimates of Food Safety Burden
http://www.cdc.gov/foodborneburden/attribution-image.html#foodborne-illnesses



National-wide and Regional 
Foodborne Episodes

• Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention: Foodborne diseases episodes 
1998 to 2019.

*Etiological agents for Tennessee episodes: 

>200 species of bacteria, viruses, parasites, 
and chemical toxins. 

Public Health Burden

Economic costs and restrictions

Consumer insecurity

*Pentilla et al., 2023 (Recently completed); Data source: CDC NORS/

Total Outbreaks Illness Hospitalizati
on

Deaths

Nation-wide 36,680* 999,364 25,332 1,404
California 1,154 29,642 4,257 123
Tennessee 982 39,005 3,717 104
Maryland 1,043 13,243 4,430 23

Per 100K Outbreaks Illness Hospitalizatio
n

Deaths

Nation-wide 11.1 304.5 7.7 0.4
California 2.9 75.0 10.7 0.3
Tennessee 14.4 571.2 54.4 1.5
Maryland 16.9 214.8 7.2 0.4



Are these outbreaks associated 
with corporates and lager 

manufactures?



Prevalence of Pathogens in medium-sized Poultry 
Operations
• 200–300 ft houses, 3000 to 5000 birds, conventional operation 

(Alali et al., 2010)

• Total of 135 sample from commercial free-range chicken producers 
(Bailey et al., 2005)

Alali et al., 2010, J Foodborne Pathogens and Diseases; Bailey et al., 2005, J Food Protection

Salmonella serovars
Fecal samples (n=420) 38.8% 
Feed (n=140) 27.5%

Salmonella serovars
Chicken Carcasses in Operation 1 64%
Chicken Carcasses in Operation 2 31%



Prevalence of Pathogens in Small Poultry 
Farms
• Study of 60 Small poultry slaughterhouses (fewer than 200 birds 

slaughtered per day)

• The Study concluded “The widespread occurrence of Salmonella in 
small slaughterhouses reinforces the need for implementation of 
effective control measures…”

Terumi et al., 2000, Journal of Food Protection

Sampling sites Salmonella serovars
(Albany, Hadar, Indiana, and Enteritidis sub-species)

Carcasses after slaughter 42% 
Utensils 23.1% 
Storage freezers and refrigerators 71.4% 



Water Safety 
Study

Public Health Burden of Waterborne Disease
17 waterborne pathogens cause estimated: (Collier et al., 2021)

601,000 illness; 118,000 hospitalization; 6,630 deaths, 
and cost the economy up to $ 8.77 billions.



Water Safety Study-
Biofilm Formation on Abiotic Surfaces



Salmonella serovars
(Non-typhoidal)

• Annual illness (death): 1,027,561 (378) in humans

• Infection causes nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, fever, headache

• Primary sources: Intestinal tract of people and animals

• Transmitted by meat, poultry, eggs, raw milk, unpasteurized juice, many other 
foods (nuts, spices, produce, chocolate, flour) 

• Contributing factors: cross-contamination, undercooked food, poor agricultural 
practices

Growth 
parameters

Minimum Optimum Maximum

Temperature 41°F (5.2°C) 95-109°F (35-
43°C)

115°F 
(46.2°C)

pH 3.7 7-7.5 9.5

aW 0.94 0.99 >0.99

Other Non-spore former

Atmosphere Facultative - grows with or without oxygen

Sources: ICMSF 1995 and Bad Bug Book 2nd edition, Scallan et al., 
2011, and FSPCA



Climate Change and Public 
Health Microbiology
Non-typhoidal Salmonella enterica serovars
o Global death: 50,000 global death in 2010 (WHO, 2020)
o Public Health Burden in the U.S.: >1 million annual cases 

in 2011 (CDC, 2011)

Climate Change:
o 1 °C increase : 5 to 10% increases in Salmonellosis 

(WHO, 2010)
o 2500 to 5000 additional global death
o 50,000 to 100,000 U.S. morbidity

At our current rate (2021 IPCC report)
o >1.5 °C by 2040
o >4.8 °C by 2100



Campylobacter spp.

• Annual illness (death): 845,024(76)
• Infection causes diarrhea, and potential nerve damage
• Primary sources: Intestinal tract of animals
• Transmitted by raw poultry, raw milk products, contaminated water, poultry
• Contributing factor: cross contamination and undercooking 

Growth parameters Minimum Optimum Maximum

Temperature 86°F (30°C) 108-109°F (42-43°C) 113°F (45°C)

pH 4.9 6.5-7.5 9.5

aW >0.987 0.997 -

Other Non-spore former

Atmosphere 3-5% oxygen optimum
Sources: ICMSF 1995 and Bad Bug Book 2nd edition and FSPCA



Shiga Toxin-Producing Escherichia coli (STEC)
• Annual illness (death): 176,152 (20)
• Infection causes bloody diarrhea, and sometimes kidney failure and death (HUS, kids under the age of 5)

• Primary sources: Intestinal tract of ruminant animals (e.g., cows, sheep)
• Transmitted by raw and undercooked beef, poultry, leafy greens, and unpasteurized milk and juices 
• Contributing factors: poor GAP, inadequate heating, and person-to-person

Growth parameters Minimum Optimum Maximum

Temperature 44°F (6.5°C) 95-104°F (35-40°C) 121°F (49.4°C)

pH 4 6-7 10

aW 0.95 0.995 -

Other Non-spore forming

Atmosphere Facultative - grows with or without oxygen
Sources: ICMSF 1995 and Bad Bug Book 2nd edition,Scallan et al. 2011, and FSPCA



Yersinia enterocolitica
• Infection causes abdominal pain, fever and diarrhea. May mimic appendicitis. 
• Primary sources: Raw pork, raw milk
• Contributing factors: Cross contamination between raw pork products and RTE 

foods
• Causes only mild clinical signs in cats and dogs of short duration, usually with no 

mortality

Growth parameters Minimum Optimum Maximum

Temperature 30°F (-1.3°C) 77-99°F (25-37°C) 108°F (42°C)

pH 4.2 7.2 10

aW 0.945 - -

Other Non-sporeformer

Atmosphere Facultative - grows with or without oxygen
Sources: Seafood Hazards Guide, ICMSF 1995, and Bad Bug Book



Listeria monocytogenes
• Infection causes severe illness in susceptible people – mortality 15-30% 

• Primary sources: Occurs widely in agriculture (soil, plants and water) 

• Transmitted by: Refrigerated RTE foods that support growth (pathogen of concern during pregnancy)

• Contributing factors: Environmental (ubiquitous) pathogen spread by environmental contamination, 
equipment, people, incoming raw ingredients (in absence of Gram-negative bacteria?)

• Common in domesticated ruminates particularly sheep, poultry, and birds.

• Could cause sporadic and farm outbreaks in ruminants

• Could cause: Encephalitis, late abortion, and GI problems in ruminants.
Growth 
parameters

Minimum Optimum Maximum

Temperature 31°F (-0.4°C) 99°F (37°C) 113°F 
(45°C)

pH 4.4 7.0 9.4

aW 0.92 - -

Other Non-spore former

Atmosphere Facultative - grows with or without oxygen
Sources: ICMSF 1995 and Bad Bug Book 2nd edition



Cronobacter sakazakii

• Recently reclassified bacteria (2006-07), formerly known as Enterobacter sakazakii

• The Genus Cronobacter was derived from the Greek term “Cronos,” a Titans of 
ancient mythology who swallowed each of his infants as soon as they were born (he 
was afraid to be replaced by his infants).

• The species name, sakazakii, is named in honor of the Japanese microbiologist, Riichi
Sakazaki, when the bacterium was first explained in 1980.

• Gram-negative, rod-shaped bacteria. 

• Facultative anaerobic 

• The growing temperature range is 6°C-45°C

• Primarily associated with Powered Infant Formula 

• There has been several outbreaks associated with the bacterium and neonatal 
meningitis and death including two outbreaks in Tennessee (1998 and 2001).

APHA Compendium of Methods, Salfinger and Lou Tortorello, Fifth Edition





How can we reduce the public 
health burden of food and 

waterborne diseases?
Podcast featuring Dr. Aliyar Cyrus Fouladkhah 

Research Group Publications



Climate Change & Health



Presenter
Presentation Notes
ID #3 - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation.DESCRIPTION: Photo of Earth from Apollo 17, taken as the crew was traveling toward the moon, December 7, 1972ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: This picture is called the “Blue Marble,” taken during the last Apollo mission. 	What makes the photograph so unique and powerful is that it captures the complete circle of the earth, helping us see the big picture of our planet – and our lives on it.*  It was the first time the Apollo mission made it possible to capture almost the entire southern polar ice cap.** REFERENCES:[1*] Ben Cosgrove, “Home, Sweet Home: In Praise of Apollo 17’s ‘Blue Marble’,” Time, April 11, 2014. http://time.com/3879555/blue-marble-apollo-17-photo-of-earth-from-space/[2*] NASA Visible Earth, “The Blue Marble from Apollo 17," December 7, 1972. http://visibleearth.nasa.gov/view.php?id=55418



Presenter
Presentation Notes
ID #3621 - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation.DESCRIPTION: Photo of the sun shining over Earth’s horizon through the two lowermost layers of the atmosphere: the troposphere and the stratosphereADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The sun releases energy as radiation, which travels out as a ray or in a straight line in all directions.[1*]The energy released is known as the solar spectrum.[1*]This energy is comprised largely of three regions of the electromagnetic spectrum:Ultraviolet energy (high frequency energy that is responsible for sunburns)Visible energy (light)Infrared energy (heat).[1*]Nearly half of the solar energy that reaches the top of the Earth’s atmosphere is absorbed by the planet’s surface.[2*]The average solar radiation striking the top of atmosphere is 340 watts per square meter.[2*]About 29 percent is reflected back into space.[2*]About 23 percent is absorbed by the atmosphere.[2*]About 48 percent is absorbed by the Earth’s surface.[2*]The Earth’s surface releases more heat than it receives from the sun.[2*]The planet’s surface releases heat equivalent to 117 percent of the incoming solar radiation (about 398 watts per square meter).[2*] Greenhouse gases play an instrumental role in amplifying solar energy and retaining heat.[2*]Greenhouse gases like CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, and water vapor are opaque to many wavelengths of outgoing thermal infrared energy.[2*]Each blocks a particular wavelength of energy, absorbs it, and radiates about half back to earth and the other half towards space.[2*]Some of the heat radiated downwards is absorbed again by the Earth and ultimately radiated back into the atmosphere.[2*]This is how the Earth radiates more energy as heat than it receives as solar radiation.[2*] This process of trapping and radiating heat keeps the Earth’s temperature stable.[3*]The process raises the surface temperature to about 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit) on average.[3*]This is more than 30 degrees Celsius warmer than surface temperatures would be if the Earth didn’t have an atmosphere.[3*] In an ideal scenario, where the Earth’s energy system is unaltered and working as expected, the energy that escapes as heat is roughly equal to what comes in as solar radiation.[2*]Ideally, this would mean approximately 340 watts of energy per square meter leaving our atmosphere.[2*] Burning fossil fuels mean greater concentrations of greenhouse gases have disrupted this process and put the Earth’s energy equilibrium out of balance.[4*]Today, the average energy leaving the atmosphere is less than the energy coming in.[4*]Higher concentrations of greenhouse gases help trap an extra 0.8 watts per square meter (approximately).[4*]While the amount of extra heat energy seems small on paper, it has a large affect over the entire planet.[4*]The result is global warming.[4*]REFERENCES:[1*] Carnegie Mellon University, “The Sun & its Energy,” last accessed June 2018. http://environ.andrew.cmu.edu/m3/s2/02sun.shtml [2*] Thomas F. Stocker et al., “Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis,” Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Chapter 2 (September 30, 2013): 165-185. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2017/09/WG1AR5_Chapter02_FINAL.pdf[3*] Earth Observatory, “The Atmosphere’s Energy Budget,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page6.php[4*] Earth Observatory, “Climate Forcings and Global Warming,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page7.php



We are now spewing 110 million tons of manmade global
warming pollution into the thin shell of our atmosphere

every 24 hours, as if it were an open sewer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ID #3803.C - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.DESCRIPTION: Photo of smokestacks spewing greenhouse gases, including water vapor, with text stating that we are dumping 110 million tons of anthropogenic global warming pollution into the atmosphere every 24 hoursADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The sun releases energy as radiation, which travels out as a ray or in a straight line in all directions.[1*]The energy released is known as the solar spectrum.[1*]This energy is comprised largely of three regions of the electromagnetic spectrum:Ultraviolet energy (high frequency energy that is responsible for sunburns)Visible energy (light)Infrared energy (heat).[1*]Nearly half of the solar energy that reaches the top of the Earth’s atmosphere is absorbed by the planet’s surface.[2*]The average solar radiation striking the top of atmosphere is 340 watts per square meter.[2*]About 29 percent is reflected back into space.[2*]About 23 percent is absorbed by the atmosphere.[2*]About 48 percent is absorbed by the Earth’s surface.[2*]The Earth’s surface releases more heat than it receives from the sun.[2*]The planet’s surface releases heat equivalent to 117 percent of the incoming solar radiation (about 398 watts per square meter).[2*] Greenhouse gases play an instrumental role in amplifying solar energy and retaining heat.[2*]Greenhouse gases like CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, and water vapor are opaque to many wavelengths of outgoing thermal infrared energy.[2*]Each blocks a particular wavelength of energy, absorbs it, and radiates about half back to earth and the other half towards space.[2*]Some of the heat radiated downwards is absorbed again by the Earth and ultimately radiated back into the atmosphere.[2*]This is how the Earth radiates more energy as heat than it receives as solar radiation.[2*] This process of trapping and radiating heat keeps the Earth’s temperature stable.[3*]The process raises the surface temperature to about 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit) on average.[3*]This is more than 30 degrees Celsius warmer than surface temperatures would be if the Earth didn’t have an atmosphere.[3*] In an ideal scenario, where the Earth’s energy system is unaltered and working as expected, the energy that escapes as heat is roughly equal to what comes in as solar radiation.[2*]Ideally, this would mean approximately 340 watts of energy per square meter leaving our atmosphere.[2*] Burning fossil fuels mean greater concentrations of greenhouse gases have disrupted this process and put the Earth’s energy equilibrium out of balance.[4*]Today, the average energy leaving the atmosphere is less than the energy coming in.[4*]Higher concentrations of greenhouse gases help trap an extra 0.8 watts per square meter (approximately).[4*]While the amount of extra heat energy seems small on paper, it has a large affect over the entire planet.[4*]The result is global warming.[4*]REFERENCES:[1*] Carnegie Mellon University, “The Sun & its Energy,” last accessed June 2018. http://environ.andrew.cmu.edu/m3/s2/02sun.shtml [2*] Thomas F. Stocker et al., “Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis,” Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Chapter 2 (September 30, 2013): 165-185. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2017/09/WG1AR5_Chapter02_FINAL.pdf[3*] Earth Observatory, “The Atmosphere’s Energy Budget,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page6.php[4*] Earth Observatory, “Climate Forcings and Global Warming,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page7.php



The Largest Source of Global Warming 
Pollution Is the Burning of Fossil Fuels
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Presentation Notes
ID #3430.E - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.DESCRIPTION: Graph showing the growth of global carbon emissions from fossil fuels in billion metric tons of carbon, 1850-2018ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The sun releases energy as radiation, which travels out as a ray or in a straight line in all directions.[1*]The energy released is known as the solar spectrum.[1*]This energy is comprised largely of three regions of the electromagnetic spectrum:Ultraviolet energy (high frequency energy that is responsible for sunburns)Visible energy (light)Infrared energy (heat).[1*]Nearly half of the solar energy that reaches the top of the Earth’s atmosphere is absorbed by the planet’s surface.[2*]The average solar radiation striking the top of atmosphere is 340 watts per square meter.[2*]About 29 percent is reflected back into space.[2*]About 23 percent is absorbed by the atmosphere.[2*]About 48 percent is absorbed by the Earth’s surface.[2*]The Earth’s surface releases more heat than it receives from the sun.[2*]The planet’s surface releases heat equivalent to 117 percent of the incoming solar radiation (about 398 watts per square meter).[2*] Greenhouse gases play an instrumental role in amplifying solar energy and retaining heat.[2*]Greenhouse gases like CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, and water vapor are opaque to many wavelengths of outgoing thermal infrared energy.[2*]Each blocks a particular wavelength of energy, absorbs it, and radiates about half back to earth and the other half towards space.[2*]Some of the heat radiated downwards is absorbed again by the Earth and ultimately radiated back into the atmosphere.[2*]This is how the Earth radiates more energy as heat than it receives as solar radiation.[2*] This process of trapping and radiating heat keeps the Earth’s temperature stable.[3*]The process raises the surface temperature to about 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit) on average.[3*]This is more than 30 degrees Celsius warmer than surface temperatures would be if the Earth didn’t have an atmosphere.[3*] In an ideal scenario, where the Earth’s energy system is unaltered and working as expected, the energy that escapes as heat is roughly equal to what comes in as solar radiation.[2*]Ideally, this would mean approximately 340 watts of energy per square meter leaving our atmosphere.[2*] Burning fossil fuels mean greater concentrations of greenhouse gases have disrupted this process and put the Earth’s energy equilibrium out of balance.[4*]Today, the average energy leaving the atmosphere is less than the energy coming in.[4*]Higher concentrations of greenhouse gases help trap an extra 0.8 watts per square meter (approximately).[4*]While the amount of extra heat energy seems small on paper, it has a large affect over the entire planet.[4*]The result is global warming.[4*]REFERENCES:[1*] Carnegie Mellon University, “The Sun & its Energy,” last accessed June 2018. http://environ.andrew.cmu.edu/m3/s2/02sun.shtml [2*] Thomas F. Stocker et al., “Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis,” Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Chapter 2 (September 30, 2013): 165-185. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2017/09/WG1AR5_Chapter02_FINAL.pdf[3*] Earth Observatory, “The Atmosphere’s Energy Budget,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page6.php[4*] Earth Observatory, “Climate Forcings and Global Warming,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page7.php





As the CO2 concentration 
increases, more of the 
outgoing infrared 
radiation is trapped.
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ID #23.C - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.DESCRIPTION: Diagram of the increased trapping of heat by Earth’s atmosphere as a result of additional greenhouse gasesADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The sun releases energy as radiation, which travels out as a ray or in a straight line in all directions.[1*]The energy released is known as the solar spectrum.[1*]This energy is comprised largely of three regions of the electromagnetic spectrum:Ultraviolet energy (high frequency energy that is responsible for sunburns)Visible energy (light)Infrared energy (heat).[1*]Nearly half of the solar energy that reaches the top of the Earth’s atmosphere is absorbed by the planet’s surface.[2*]The average solar radiation striking the top of atmosphere is 340 watts per square meter.[2*]About 29 percent is reflected back into space.[2*]About 23 percent is absorbed by the atmosphere.[2*]About 48 percent is absorbed by the Earth’s surface.[2*]The Earth’s surface releases more heat than it receives from the sun.[2*]The planet’s surface releases heat equivalent to 117 percent of the incoming solar radiation (about 398 watts per square meter).[2*] Greenhouse gases play an instrumental role in amplifying solar energy and retaining heat.[2*]Greenhouse gases like CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, and water vapor are opaque to many wavelengths of outgoing thermal infrared energy.[2*]Each blocks a particular wavelength of energy, absorbs it, and radiates about half back to earth and the other half towards space.[2*]Some of the heat radiated downwards is absorbed again by the Earth and ultimately radiated back into the atmosphere.[2*]This is how the Earth radiates more energy as heat than it receives as solar radiation.[2*] This process of trapping and radiating heat keeps the Earth’s temperature stable.[3*]The process raises the surface temperature to about 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit) on average.[3*]This is more than 30 degrees Celsius warmer than surface temperatures would be if the Earth didn’t have an atmosphere.[3*] In an ideal scenario, where the Earth’s energy system is unaltered and working as expected, the energy that escapes as heat is roughly equal to what comes in as solar radiation.[2*]Ideally, this would mean approximately 340 watts of energy per square meter leaving our atmosphere.[2*] Burning fossil fuels mean greater concentrations of greenhouse gases have disrupted this process and put the Earth’s energy equilibrium out of balance.[4*]Today, the average energy leaving the atmosphere is less than the energy coming in.[4*]Higher concentrations of greenhouse gases help trap an extra 0.8 watts per square meter (approximately).[4*]While the amount of extra heat energy seems small on paper, it has a large affect over the entire planet.[4*]The result is global warming.[4*]REFERENCES:[1*] Carnegie Mellon University, “The Sun & its Energy,” last accessed June 2018. http://environ.andrew.cmu.edu/m3/s2/02sun.shtml [2*] Thomas F. Stocker et al., “Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis,” Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Chapter 2 (September 30, 2013): 165-185. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2017/09/WG1AR5_Chapter02_FINAL.pdf[3*] Earth Observatory, “The Atmosphere’s Energy Budget,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page6.php[4*] Earth Observatory, “Climate Forcings and Global Warming,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last accessed June 2018. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page7.php





The energy trapped by man-made 
global warming pollution is now 

“…equivalent to exploding 

First-generation atomic bombs 
per day 365 days per year.”

600,000
James Hansen

Former Director, NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
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Presentation Notes
ID #1506.D - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.… because it accumulates there. CO2 molecules stay, on average, about 100 years. Others have different residence times. Some of the chemicals, like chlorofluorocarbons, stay up there for hundreds to thousands of years, but the accumulated amount today traps as much extra heat energy in the Earth's system as would be released by 600,000 first-generation, that's Hiroshima class, atomic bombs exploding every single day 365 days a year. DESCRIPTION: Text slide about the extra energy trapped by global warming pollution being the equivalent of the energy produced by 600,000 atomic bombs per dayADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The sun releases energy as radiation, which travels out as a ray or in a straight line in all directions.[1*]The energy released is known as “the solar spectrum.”[1*]This energy is comprised largely of three regions of the electromagnetic spectrum:Ultraviolet energy (high frequency energy that is responsible for sunburns)Visible energy (light)Infrared energy (heat)[1*]Nearly half of the solar energy that reaches the top of the Earth’s atmosphere is absorbed by the planet’s surface.[2*]The average solar radiation striking the top of the atmosphere is 340 watts per square meter.[2*]About 29 percent is reflected back into space.[2*]About 23 percent is absorbed by the atmosphere.[2*]About 48 percent is absorbed by the Earth’s surface.[2*]The Earth’s surface releases more heat than it receives from the sun.[2*]The planet’s surface releases heat equivalent to 117 percent of the incoming solar radiation (about 398 watts per square meter).[2*] Greenhouse gases play an instrumental role in amplifying solar energy and retaining heat.[2*]Greenhouse gases like CO2, methane, nitrous oxide, and water vapor are opaque to many wavelengths of outgoing thermal infrared energy.[2*]Each blocks a particular wavelength of energy, absorbs it, and radiates about half back to earth and the other half toward space.[2*]Some of the heat radiated downward is absorbed again by the Earth and ultimately radiated back into the atmosphere.[2*]This is how the Earth radiates more energy as heat than it receives as solar radiation.[2*] This process of trapping and radiating heat keeps the Earth’s temperature stable.[3*]The process raises the surface temperature to about 15 degrees Celsius (59 degrees Fahrenheit) on average.[3*]This is more than 30 degrees Celsius warmer than surface temperatures would be if the Earth didn’t have an atmosphere.[3*] In an ideal scenario, where the Earth’s energy system is unaltered and working as expected, the energy that escapes as heat is roughly equal to what comes in as solar radiation.[2*]Ideally, this would mean approximately 340 watts of energy per square meter leaving our atmosphere.[2*] Burning fossil fuels means greater concentrations of greenhouse gases have disrupted this process and put the Earth’s energy equilibrium out of balance.[4*]Today, less average energy leaves the atmosphere than comes in.[4*]Today, higher concentrations of greenhouse gases trap about 3 watts of extra incoming solar energy per square meter of the Earth’s surface.[4*]While the amount of extra heat energy seems small on paper, it has a large effect over the entire planet.[4*]The result is global warming.[4*]By the end of 2019, the warming influence of greenhouse gases had risen 45 percent above the 1990 baseline.[4*]REFERENCES:[1*] Ed. Rob Garner, "Solar Irradiance," National Aeronautics and Space Administration, last updated November 27, 2017. https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/sdo/science/solar-irradiance.html[2*] Thomas F. Stocker et al., “Climate Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis,” Contribution of Working Group I to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Chapter 2 (September 30, 2013): 165-185. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2017/09/WG1AR5_Chapter02_FINAL.pdf[3*] NASA Earth Observatory, “The Atmosphere’s Energy Budget,” January 14, 2009. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/EnergyBalance/page6.php[4*] LuAnn Dahlman, “Climate Change: Annual Greenhouse Gas Index,” National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, August 14, 2020. https://www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/climate-change-annual-greenhouse-gas-indexSLIDE SOURCE(S): Data on file



At least 224 locations around 
the world set all-time heat records in 2018.
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Presentation Notes
ID #5481.C - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.DESCRIPTION: This map shows at least 224 locations around the world that have set all-time heat records in 2018ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Increasing levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases – such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide – in the atmosphere are causing global average temperatures to rise.[1*] We can see it happening: Surface temperatures in each of the last three decades have been successively warmer than in any preceding decade since 1850.[1*]Between 1880 and 2012, global average temperatures (land and sea temperatures combined) rose 0.85 degrees Celsius (1.5 degrees Fahrenheit).[1*]According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and based on multiple independent analyses of measurements, it is virtually certain (99-100 percent confidence) that globally the lowest level of the atmosphere (the troposphere) has warmed since the mid-twentieth century.[1*]Oceans have stored much of the increased energy in our climate system.[1*]Ocean warming accounts for more than 90 percent of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010.[1*]This is in contrast to only about 1 percent stored in the atmosphere.[1*]Globally, the ocean has warmed the most in the water closest to the surface, with the upper 75 meters warming 0.11 degrees Celsius per decade from 1971—2010.[1*]Heat waves are becoming more frequent in many regions, thanks to human activity.[1*]According to the IPCC, is it likely (66-100 percent confidence) that heat waves are becoming more and more frequent in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia and that human activity has made them twice as probable.[1*]IPCC scientists say is very likely (90-100 percent confidence) that heat waves will occur more often and last longer over the twentieth century.[1*]Temperatures keep rising.[1*]Scientists expect global mean surface temperatures to increase an additional 0.3-0.7 degrees Celsius from 2016—2035.[1*]Scientists expect global surface temperature change will likely exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2081—2100 in all but the most conservative projections.[1*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/05/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf
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19 of the 20 Hottest Years on Record Have 
Occurred Since the Year 2002

The Hottest of All Have Been the Last Seven Years
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Presentation Notes
ID #3629.H - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.Nineteen of the 20 hottest years ever measured with instruments have been since 2002. The seven hottest of all have been the last seven yearsDESCRIPTION: Graphic slide showing red dots labeled as the 20 hottest years on record, in descending order (from left to right and top to bottom) according to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Institute for Space Studies’ (NASA GISS) surface temperature analysis, with text stating that 19 out of the 20 hottest years have occurred since the year 2002, and that the hottest have all have been in the last seven years ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: This slide has sometimes confused both Climate Reality Leaders and audience members because it includes the year 1998 but claims “19 out of the 20 hottest years have occurred since 2002.” What about the other year? Well, that is 1998. The other 19 hottest years have come in just the past 20 years.[1*]While the title and years may seem at odds, they work together to tell a story about how global average temperatures are increasing in a drastic manner.[1*]REFERENCES:[1*] National Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Institute for Space Studies, “Land-Ocean Temperature Index (C),” last accessed April, 2021. https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs/graph_data/Global_Mean_Estimates_based_on_Land_and_Ocean_Data/graph.txtSLIDE SOURCE(S): https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v4/graph_data/Global_Mean_Estimates_based_on_Land_and_Ocean_Data/graph.txt; https://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/graphs_v4/



The U.S. Southeast is projected to 
warm up to 8 °F this century.
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Presentation Notes
ID #5774 - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.DESCRIPTION: Text slide stating that the U.S. Southeast is projected to see warming of up to 8 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the centuryADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Increasing levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases – such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide – in the atmosphere are causing global average temperatures to rise.[1*] We can see it happening: Surface temperatures in each of the last three decades have been successively warmer than in any preceding decade since 1850.[1*]Between 1880 and 2012, global average temperatures (land and sea temperatures combined) rose 0.85 degrees Celsius (1.5 degrees Fahrenheit).[1*]According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and based on multiple independent analyses of measurements, it is virtually certain (99-100 percent confidence) that globally the lowest level of the atmosphere (the troposphere) has warmed since the mid-twentieth century.[1*]Oceans have stored much of the increased energy in our climate system.[1*]Ocean warming accounts for more than 90 percent of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010.[1*]This is in contrast to only about 1 percent stored in the atmosphere.[1*]Globally, the ocean has warmed the most in the water closest to the surface, with the upper 75 meters warming 0.11 degrees Celsius per decade from 1971—2010.[1*]Heat waves are becoming more frequent in many regions, thanks to human activity.[1*]According to the IPCC, is it likely (66-100 percent confidence) that heat waves are becoming more and more frequent in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia and that human activity has made them twice as probable.[1*]IPCC scientists say is very likely (90-100 percent confidence) that heat waves will occur more often and last longer over the twentieth century.[1*]Temperatures keep rising.[1*]Scientists expect global mean surface temperatures to increase an additional 0.3-0.7 degrees Celsius from 2016—2035.[1*]Scientists expect global surface temperature change will likely exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2081—2100 in all but the most conservative projections.[1*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/05/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf



Without steep cuts in greenhouse 
gas emissions, the average 

temperature in South America 
could rise 6.7° C by 2100. 

In Central America, the 
temperature could rise by 4°C.
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Presentation Notes
ID #6924 - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.We have also seen the fact that temperatures scientists project would increase by another 6.7 degrees Celsius in the balance of this century if we don't make dramatic changes. Big increases of four degrees projected in Central America as well. DESCRIPTION: Text slide stating that without steep cuts in greenhouse gas emissions, the average temperature in South America could rise 6.7 degrees Celsius by 2100 and that in Central America, the temperature could rise by 4 degrees CelsiusADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Increasing levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases – such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide – in the atmosphere are causing global average temperatures to rise.[1*] We can see it happening: Surface temperatures in each of the last three decades have been successively warmer than in any preceding decade since 1850.[1*]In 2020, global average surface temperature (both land and sea) was 0.98 degrees Celsius (1.76 degrees Fahrenheit) above the twentieth-century average, making it the second-hottest year in history.[2*]Oceans have stored much of the increased energy in our climate system.[1*]Ocean warming accounts for more than 90 percent of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010.[1*]This is in contrast to only about 1 percent stored in the atmosphere.[1*]Globally, the ocean has warmed the most in the water closest to the surface, with the upper 75 meters warming 0.11 degrees Celsius per decade from 1971–2010.[1*]In 2020, the amount of heat stored in the upper ocean was the third-highest ever recorded.[3*]Heat waves are becoming more frequent in many regions, thanks to human activity.[1*]According to the IPCC, it is likely (66-100 percent confidence) that heat waves are becoming more and more frequent in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia, and that human activity has made them twice as probable.[1*]IPCC scientists say is very likely (90-100 percent confidence) that heat waves will occur more often and last longer over the twenty-first century.[1*]Temperatures keep rising.[1*]Scientists expect global mean surface temperatures to increase an additional 0.3-0.7 degrees Celsius from 2016–2035.[1*]Scientists expect global surface temperature change will likely exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2081–2100 in all but the most conservative projections.[1*]Exposure to dangerous heat conditions known as the “heat island effect” is unequal and will get worse with climate change.A “heat island” describes an urbanized area that has higher temperatures relative to outlying areas due to higher concentrations of buildings and infrastructure and lower concentrations of natural features like trees and bodies of water.[4*]A 2020 study found that long-established, racially motivated housing policies, known as “redlining,” have effects on heat distribution today.[5*]Redlined areas continue to be majority low-to-moderate income communities and communities of color.[5*]The study found that 94 percent of studied urban areas that experience a more-severe heat island effect are in formerly redlined areas and can be hotter than non-redlined urban areas by as much as 7 degrees Celsius.[5*]These conditions may result in more frequent and severe health impacts and higher energy bills.[5*]Climate change will continue to exacerbate this already existing inequity.[5*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/05/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf[2*] Rebecca Lindsey and LuAnn Dahlman, “Climate Change: Global Temperature,” NOAA, last updated March 15, 2021. https://www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/climate-change-global-temperature[3*] NOAA, “2020 was Earth’s 2nd-hottest year, just behind 2016,” January 14, 2021. https://www.noaa.gov/news/2020-was-earth-s-2nd-hottest-year-just-behind-2016[4*] US EPA, “Learn About Heat Islands,” last accessed April, 2021. https://www.epa.gov/heatislands/learn-about-heat-islands[5*] Jeremy S. Hoffman et al., “The Effects of Historical Housing Policies on Resident Exposure to Intra-Urban Heat: A Study of 108 US Urban Areas,” Climate 2020 (January 13, 2020). https://www.mdpi.com/2225-1154/8/1/12 SLIDE SOURCE(S): https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WGIIAR5-Chap27_FINAL.pdf



Los Angeles, California
September 6, 2020

Photo © 2020 Francine Orr via Shutterstock

Los Angeles County 
set a new all-time heat 
record of 121° F (49.4° C) 
on September 6th.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ID #6744 - May be live-streamed, broadcast, and presented in-person, but may not be recorded or modified.And we've seen the temperatures getting much hotter all around the world. Los Angeles County last summer reached 121 degrees Fahrenheit.DESCRIPTION: Photo of a person cooling off with the water from a fire hydrant in Los Angeles, California on September 6, 2020, with text stating that Los Angeles County set a new all-time heat record of 121 degrees Fahrenheit (49.4 degrees Celsius) on September 6thADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Increasing levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases – such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide – in the atmosphere are causing global average temperatures to rise.[1*] We can see it happening: Surface temperatures in each of the last three decades have been successively warmer than in any preceding decade since 1850.[1*]In 2020, global average surface temperature (both land and sea) was 0.98 degrees Celsius (1.76 degrees Fahrenheit) above the twentieth-century average, making it the second-hottest year in history.[2*]Oceans have stored much of the increased energy in our climate system.[1*]Ocean warming accounts for more than 90 percent of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010.[1*]This is in contrast to only about 1 percent stored in the atmosphere.[1*]Globally, the ocean has warmed the most in the water closest to the surface, with the upper 75 meters warming 0.11 degrees Celsius per decade from 1971–2010.[1*]In 2020, the amount of heat stored in the upper ocean was the third-highest ever recorded.[3*]Heat waves are becoming more frequent in many regions, thanks to human activity.[1*]According to the IPCC, it is likely (66-100 percent confidence) that heat waves are becoming more and more frequent in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia, and that human activity has made them twice as probable.[1*]IPCC scientists say is very likely (90-100 percent confidence) that heat waves will occur more often and last longer over the twenty-first century.[1*]Temperatures keep rising.[1*]Scientists expect global mean surface temperatures to increase an additional 0.3-0.7 degrees Celsius from 2016–2035.[1*]Scientists expect global surface temperature change will likely exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2081–2100 in all but the most conservative projections.[1*]Exposure to dangerous heat conditions known as the “heat island effect” is unequal and will get worse with climate change.A “heat island” describes an urbanized area that has higher temperatures relative to outlying areas due to higher concentrations of buildings and infrastructure and lower concentrations of natural features like trees and bodies of water.[4*]A 2020 study found that long-established, racially motivated housing policies, known as “redlining,” have effects on heat distribution today.[5*]Redlined areas continue to be majority low-to-moderate income communities and communities of color.[5*]The study found that 94 percent of studied urban areas that experience a more-severe heat island effect are in formerly redlined areas and can be hotter than non-redlined urban areas by as much as 7 degrees Celsius.[5*]These conditions may result in more frequent and severe health impacts and higher energy bills.[5*]Climate change will continue to exacerbate this already existing inequity.[5*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/05/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf[2*] Rebecca Lindsey and LuAnn Dahlman, “Climate Change: Global Temperature,” NOAA, last updated March 15, 2021. https://www.climate.gov/news-features/understanding-climate/climate-change-global-temperature[3*] NOAA, “2020 was Earth’s 2nd-hottest year, just behind 2016,” January 14, 2021. https://www.noaa.gov/news/2020-was-earth-s-2nd-hottest-year-just-behind-2016[4*] US EPA, “Learn About Heat Islands,” last accessed April, 2021. https://www.epa.gov/heatislands/learn-about-heat-islands[5*] Jeremy S. Hoffman et al., “The Effects of Historical Housing Policies on Resident Exposure to Intra-Urban Heat: A Study of 108 US Urban Areas,” Climate 2020 (January 13, 2020). https://www.mdpi.com/2225-1154/8/1/12 SLIDE SOURCE(S): https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2020-09-06/southern-california-weather-forecast-sunday-los-angeles-record-breaking-heat



78% of the U.S. West is 
experiencing moderate 
to exceptional drought. 

Utah, Arizona, New 
Mexico and Nevada are 

particularly hard-hit.

April 15, 2021
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93% of California is 
currently in drought.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ID #6801 - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.And here is an image just from last week showing that 78 percent of the American West is now experiencing drought all the way up to exceptional drought in Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada, extreme drought in the Dakotas, in Wyoming, and 94 percent of the state of California is currently in drought. This is a problem also because of the connection between high temperature and drought to fire, and we'll get to that, but this drought frequency is increasing all around the world.DESCRIPTION: Map showing the drought levels in the western United States on April 15, 2021 with text stating that 78 percent of the U.S. West is experiencing moderate to exceptional drought, that Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and Nevada are particularly hard-hit and that 93 percent of California is currently in droughtADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Global warming is causing deeper and longer droughts.[1*]The kind of drought most people think of is meteorological drought, a prolonged period of dryness compared to the regional average.[1*]But other kinds of drought exist, including hydrological drought, which refers to the effects of decreased precipitation on streamflow, soil moisture, the level of freshwater bodies, and groundwater recharge.[1*]Farmers are most concerned with agricultural drought, which is when the available water supplies are unable to meet crop water demands.[1*] We can see agricultural drought without meteorological drought – for example, when earlier snowmelt leads to reduced water availability during peak summer demand.[1*]The risk of hydrological and agricultural drought increases as temperatures rise.[1*]Warmer temperatures increase evaporation from soils, which affects plant life and can both reduce rainfall and increase other risks.[2*]When rainfall does come to drought-stricken areas, the drier soils it hits are less able to absorb the water, increasing the likelihood of flooding.[2*]Nearly 40 percent of the world – 1.3 billion people – relies on agriculture as the main source of income. The result: water shortages threaten the health and wellbeing not only of animals and crops, but also of the farmers and communities that depend on them.[2*]Experts project that soil moisture will expected to decrease globally with real and dangerous consequences.[3*]Short-term droughts (four-to-six-month duration) are expected to increase in frequency throughout the twenty-first century.[3*] Projections show that even in an optimistic scenario of only 1.5 degrees Celsius warming, more than 3.3 billion people will be exposed to water stress.[4*]Droughts can also increase the price of water, decreasing the affordability of an essential resource.[5*]Water utilities can increase the price of water during a drought, which disproportionately hurts low-income households.[5*]A recent study found that regardless of the amount a household used, more than half of the utilities analyzed increased their price of water during drought conditions in California.[5*]Drought charges mean lower-income families pay a greater share of their overall budget for water, forcing struggling families to stretch even farther to cover a basic human right.[5*] Single-family households making less than $25,000 paid around 1.8 percent of their income on basic water services, but this number increased to 2.1 percent with drought charges.[5*] Households earning less than $10,000 experienced an increase from 4.4 to 5.3 percent of their income.[5*] REFERENCES:[1*] Union of Concerned Scientists, “Causes of Drought: What’s the Climate Connection?,” April 10, 2014. https://www.ucsusa.org/global-warming/science-and-impacts/impacts/causes-of-drought-climate-change-connection.html#.Wo7p-kyZOCQ[2*] The Climate Reality Project, “The Facts About Climate Change and Drought,” June 15, 2016. https://www.climaterealityproject.org/blog/facts-about-climate-change-and-drought[3*] Justin Sheffield and Eric F. Wood, “Projected changes in drought occurrence under future global warming from multi-model, multi-scenario, IPCC AR4 simulations” (2008): 31-79. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00382-007-0340-z [4*] Ove Hoegh-Guldberg et al., “Impacts of 1.5˚C global warming on natural and human systems,” Contribution to the Special Report: Global Warming of 1.5˚C, Chapter 3 (October 8, 2018): 175-311. https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/chapter-3/[5*] Laura Feinstein et al., “Drought and Equity in California,” Pacific Institute and The Environmental Justice Coalition for Water (January 2017). https://pacinst.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/PI_DroughtAndEquityInCA_Jan_2017.pdfSLIDE SOURCE(S): https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/CurrentMap/StateDroughtMonitor.aspx?West; https://droughtmonitor.unl.edu/CurrentMap/StateDroughtMonitor.aspx?CA



Montreal, Canada
July 5, 2018

At least 90 people died in Quebec during the July 2018 
heat wave as ambulance services were overwhelmed.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ID #5491 - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of person laying on a picnic bench in Montreal, Canada from July 5, 2018 with text that states at least 74 people died in Quebec during the July 2018 heatwaveADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Increasing levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases – such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide – in the atmosphere are causing global average temperatures to rise.[1*] We can see it happening: Surface temperatures in each of the last three decades have been successively warmer than in any preceding decade since 1850.[1*]Between 1880 and 2012, global average temperatures (land and sea temperatures combined) rose 0.85 degrees Celsius (1.5 degrees Fahrenheit).[1*]According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and based on multiple independent analyses of measurements, it is virtually certain (99-100 percent confidence) that globally the lowest level of the atmosphere (the troposphere) has warmed since the mid-twentieth century.[1*]Oceans have stored much of the increased energy in our climate system.[1*]Ocean warming accounts for more than 90 percent of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010.[1*]This is in contrast to only about 1 percent stored in the atmosphere.[1*]Globally, the ocean has warmed the most in the water closest to the surface, with the upper 75 meters warming 0.11 degrees Celsius per decade from 1971—2010.[1*]Heat waves are becoming more frequent in many regions, thanks to human activity.[1*]According to the IPCC, is it likely (66-100 percent confidence) that heat waves are becoming more and more frequent in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia and that human activity has made them twice as probable.[1*]IPCC scientists say is very likely (90-100 percent confidence) that heat waves will occur more often and last longer over the twentieth century.[1*]Temperatures keep rising.[1*]Scientists expect global mean surface temperatures to increase an additional 0.3-0.7 degrees Celsius from 2016—2035.[1*]Scientists expect global surface temperature change will likely exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2081—2100 in all but the most conservative projections.[1*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/05/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf



Berkshire, England
July 5, 2018
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ID #5492 - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of a recycling truck that is stuck in melted asphalt in Berkshire, England on July 5, 2018ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Increasing levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases – such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide – in the atmosphere are causing global average temperatures to rise.[1*] We can see it happening: Surface temperatures in each of the last three decades have been successively warmer than in any preceding decade since 1850.[1*]Between 1880 and 2012, global average temperatures (land and sea temperatures combined) rose 0.85 degrees Celsius (1.5 degrees Fahrenheit).[1*]According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and based on multiple independent analyses of measurements, it is virtually certain (99-100 percent confidence) that globally the lowest level of the atmosphere (the troposphere) has warmed since the mid-twentieth century.[1*]Oceans have stored much of the increased energy in our climate system.[1*]Ocean warming accounts for more than 90 percent of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010.[1*]This is in contrast to only about 1 percent stored in the atmosphere.[1*]Globally, the ocean has warmed the most in the water closest to the surface, with the upper 75 meters warming 0.11 degrees Celsius per decade from 1971—2010.[1*]Heat waves are becoming more frequent in many regions, thanks to human activity.[1*]According to the IPCC, is it likely (66-100 percent confidence) that heat waves are becoming more and more frequent in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia and that human activity has made them twice as probable.[1*]IPCC scientists say is very likely (90-100 percent confidence) that heat waves will occur more often and last longer over the twentieth century.[1*]Temperatures keep rising.[1*]Scientists expect global mean surface temperatures to increase an additional 0.3-0.7 degrees Celsius from 2016—2035.[1*]Scientists expect global surface temperature change will likely exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2081—2100 in all but the most conservative projections.[1*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/05/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf



Tacloban City, Philippines
November 10, 2013

© 2013 Reuters /Erik De Castro
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ID #2007 - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of a survivor amid the destruction after Typhoon Haiyan swept through Tacloban City, Philippines, November 10, 2013ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: In November of 2013, Super Typhoon Haiyan hit Palau, the Philippines, Vietnam, and China. The central Philippines was considered the most severely impacted region by the storm, which brought extreme rain, flooding, storm surges as high as 20 feet, and destructive winds to the areas within the tropical cyclone's path. At landfall, the storm's sustained winds reached 195 mph, and there were recorded gusts up to 235 mph, making Super Typhoon Haiyan one of the strongest tropical cyclones to ever make landfall.[1*]In the Philippines, Haiyan left between 5,000 - 10,000 dead, along with displacing upwards of four million people and affecting approximately 16 million. It is also estimated that upwards of one million homes experienced significant damage, with half being entirely destroyed.[1*]Following a period of significant growth, as the economy grew by 7.6 percent in the first half of 2013, it was estimated Haiyan would result in a loss of 12 to 15 billion dollars, equivalent to five percent of the country's GDP; compare this figure to the World Bank's estimate of standard annual losses in The Philippines due to typhoon season of only 0.8 percent GDP. This significant loss was partially due to the damage inflicted upon the country's agricultural industry, with crop production concentrated to some of the worst-hit regions by Haiyan.[2*]REFERENCES: [1*] Encyclopedia Britannica, "Super Typhoon Haiyan," 2013. https://www.britannica.com/event/Super-Typhoon-Haiyan[2*] Amie Tsang and Luisa Frey, "The economic cost of Typhoon Haiyan," The Financial Times, November 13, 2013. https://www.ft.com/content/d8199e65-5551-3828-b2bb-6016a75bf6ff



Corozal, Puerto Rico
September 24, 2017

© 2017 Ricardo Arduengo/AFP/Getty Images

An estimated 2,975 people
died in Puerto Rico as a 
result of Hurricane Maria.
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Presentation Notes
ID #5089.D - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of people collecting water from a natural spring in Corozal, Puerto Rico on September 24, 2017, with a text box stating that an estimated 4,600 people died in Puerto Rico as a result of Hurricane MariaADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Hurricane Maria devastated many Caribbean nations as it moved through the region in mid-September 2017. The Category 5 storm made landfall in Puerto Rico with sustained winds of 155 miles per hour on September 20, 2017. Parts of the island reported 5 to 7 inches of rainfall per hour, leading to flash flooding and landslides.[1*] Maria was the first Category 5 hurricane to ever make landfall on Dominica,[2*] and the fifth strongest hurricane to make landfall on the United States.[1*]Hurricane Maria underwent rapid intensification – meaning that its maximum sustained winds increased at least 35 miles per hour in 24 hours – before making landfall. Rapid intensification is rare and requires perfection conditions: warm ocean water temperatures that go deep, calm upper level winds, and specific internal conditions.[3*]Hurricane Maria destroyed much of Puerto Rico’s infrastructure, given that the eye of the storm passed directly over the island. Three weeks after the storm, 84 percent of Puerto Rico did not have electricity and the damage to the grid was so severe some anticipate being without power for six months or more. At the same time, only 63 percent of Puerto Ricans had access to clean drinking water.[4*] Six weeks after the hurricane, Puerto Rico’s lack of fresh water continued to pose serious health risks, with two people dead from bacteria linked to contaminated water.[5*]REFERENCES:[1*] Adam Voiland, “Hurricane Maria Lashes Puerto Rico,” NASA Earth Observatory, September 21, 2017. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/IOTD/view.php?id=91004[2*] Jeff Masters, “Category 5 Hurricane Maria Hits Dominica,” Weather Underground, September 18, 2017. https://www.wunderground.com/cat6/category-5-hurricane-maria-hits-dominica[3*] Brandon Miller and Matt Wotus, “’Rapid intensification’ fuels major Atlantic hurricanes in 2017,” CNN, September 19, 2017. http://www.cnn.com/2017/09/19/us/hurricane-rapid-intensification/index.html[4*] Manuel Roig-Franzia and Arelis R. Hernandez, “Three weeks since Hurricane Maria, much of Puerto Rico still dark, thirsty, and frustrated,” The Washington Post, October 11, 2017. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/three-weeks-since-hurricane-maria-much-of-puerto-rico-still-dark-dry-frustrated/2017/10/11/3a263b22-ade7-11e7-9e58-e6288544af98_story.html?utm_term=.1f443eeb5d36[5*] Oren Dorell and Atabey Nunez, “Puerto Rico’s water woes raise fears of health crisis six weeks after Hurricane Maria,” USA Today, November 2, 2017. https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/world/2017/11/02/puerto-rico-water-woes-raise-fears-health-crisis-six-weeks-after-hurricane-maria/808672001/



Toa Alta, Puerto Rico
September 28, 2017

Photo © 2017 AP Photo/Gerald Herbert

For the 20 year period ending in 2019, Puerto 
Rico ranked #1 on the Global Climate Risk 

Index for exposure to extreme weather.
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Presentation Notes
ID #6930 - May be live-streamed, broadcast, and presented in-person, but may not be recorded or modified.And Puerto Rico has been judged to be number one over the 20-year period on the global climate risk index for exposure to extreme weather. DESCRIPTION: Photo of a destroyed community in Toa Alta, Puerto Rico on September 28, 2017 with text stating that for the 20 year period ending in 2019, Puerto Rico ranked #1 on the Global Climate Risk Index for exposure to extreme weatherADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Climate change can influence tropical storm systems (typhoons/hurricanes/cyclones) in several ways.Warmer oceans mean stronger storms.Since 1995, more than 90 percent of the excess heat retained by Earth has been absorbed by the oceans. Warmer ocean temperatures – which are like fuel for tropical storms – can result in more intense storms, rapid intensification of storms, and higher wind speeds.[1*][2*] Trends indicating an increasing number of rapidly intensifying tropical cyclones have already been observed, including in the Atlantic basin. Research suggests an increased likelihood of rapidly intensifying tropical cyclones and an increasing number of major tropical cyclones over time.[2*]Warmer air can hold more water vapor.Warmer oceans and warmer air above the oceans results in more water evaporating from the ocean’s surface into the atmosphere. For every degree Celsius (1.8 degrees Fahrenheit) that the atmosphere warms, it can hold about 7 percent more water vapor. In turn, this extra water vapor can lead to heavier downpours and subsequent flooding.[3*] Warmer water also takes up more space. This, along with melting land ice, has caused global sea levels to rise, yielding storm surges that are higher and can move further inland than they otherwise would.[4*] REFERENCES:[1*] Tim Wallace, “Oceans Are Absorbing Almost All of the Globe’s Excess Heat,” The New York Times, September 12, 2016. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/09/12/science/earth/ocean-warming-climate-change.html[2*] Jeff Masters, “Climate change is causing more rapid intensification of Atlantic hurricane,” Yale Climate Connections, August 27, 2020. https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/08/climate-change-is-causing-more-rapid-intensification-of-atlantic-hurricanes/[3*] Climate Signals, “Atmospheric Moisture Increase,” December 4, 2018. https://www.climatesignals.org/climate-signals/atmospheric-moisture-increase[4*] Climate Central, “Hurricanes and Climate Change: What We Know,” September 6, 2017. https://medialibrary.climatecentral.org/resources/hurricanes-climate-change-2017SLIDE SOURCE(S): https://germanwatch.org/sites/default/files/Global%20Climate%20Risk%20Index%202021_2.pdf



Houston, Texas
August 27, 2017

© 2017 Harris County Sheriff’s Office
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ID #5075 - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.There were many heroic rescues and the people of Houston rallied, but the impact was really quite severe.DESCRIPTION: Photo of a sheriff’s officer rescuing two children in the Houston suburb of Blackhorse on August 27, 2017ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Climate change can influence tropical storm systems (typhoons/hurricanes/cyclones) in several ways.Warmer oceans mean stronger storms.Since 1995, more than 90 percent of the excess heat retained by Earth has been absorbed by the oceans. Warmer ocean temperatures – which are like fuel for tropical storms – can result in more intense storms, rapid intensification of storms, and higher wind speeds.[1*][2*] Trends indicating an increasing number of rapidly intensifying tropical cyclones have already been observed, including in the Atlantic basin. Research suggests an increased likelihood of rapidly intensifying tropical cyclones and an increasing number of major tropical cyclones over time.[2*]Warmer air can hold more water vapor.Warmer oceans and warmer air above the oceans results in more water evaporating from the ocean’s surface into the atmosphere. For every degree Celsius (1.8 degrees Fahrenheit) that the atmosphere warms, it can hold about 7 percent more water vapor. In turn, this extra water vapor can lead to heavier downpours and subsequent flooding.[3*] Warmer water also takes up more space. This, along with melting land ice, has caused global sea levels to rise, yielding storm surges that are higher and can move further inland than they otherwise would.[4*] REFERENCES:[1*] Tim Wallace, “Oceans Are Absorbing Almost All of the Globe’s Excess Heat,” The New York Times, September 12, 2016. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/09/12/science/earth/ocean-warming-climate-change.html[2*] Jeff Masters, “Climate change is causing more rapid intensification of Atlantic hurricane,” Yale Climate Connections, August 27, 2020. https://yaleclimateconnections.org/2020/08/climate-change-is-causing-more-rapid-intensification-of-atlantic-hurricanes/[3*] Climate Signals, “Atmospheric Moisture Increase,” December 4, 2018. https://www.climatesignals.org/climate-signals/atmospheric-moisture-increase[4*] Climate Central, “Hurricanes and Climate Change: What We Know,” September 6, 2017. https://medialibrary.climatecentral.org/resources/hurricanes-climate-change-2017



Risk of Hurricane Sandy-Intensity Events in New York
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Presentation Notes
ID #5247.B - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.Because that storm would have been rated a once-in-500-year storm in the 1880s. By 2017, it was a once-every-25-year storm. Within the next 10 to 20 to 25 years, the scientists tell us we can expect one of these storms to hit once every five years, and of course, the impact it had was incredible.DESCRIPTION: Photo of Hurricane Sandy with text about the risk of Hurricane Sandy-intensity events in New York in 1880, 2017, and 2030 - 2045ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Global warming throws the water cycle out of balance and makes downpours more likely and intense.[1*]Water is always changing from liquid to gas and back to liquid – a process known as the water cycle.[1*]Water moving from liquid to gas is known as “evaporation.” Water moving from gas to liquid is “condensation” – which, in the atmosphere, creates clouds and falls as precipitation (rain, snow).[1*]The amount of evaporated water the air can hold is affected by how warm the air is.[1*] For each one degree Celsius of warming, the amount of water vapor the air can hold goes up by almost 7 percent.[2*] The more water vapor in the air, the more water available to fall in extreme, single-event downpours.[2*]Heavy downpours are when more rain or snow falls than is normal for the location and season, and they’re happening more often with climate change.[3*] In the US, extreme downpours are now happening 30 percent more often than in 1948, taking place every nine months rather than every 12 months.[4*]These downpours are also 10 percent more intense on average, nationwide.[4*]Projections show downpours will become more frequent and intense as temperatures continue to rise.[5*]Experts project that by the end of the century, individual extreme rainfall events could become up to 70 percent more intense in some areas of the United States. As an example, a storm today that results in 2 inches of rainfall could drop up to 3.5 inches in the future.[6*]These extreme downpours are sometimes characterized as one-in-100 years, one-in-1,000 years, one-in-10,000 years, etc. rainfall events.[7*]These terms can be confusing when multiple one-in-100 years events occur in a single year.[7*]The reason is that these terms reference the probability that such an event could occur in a given year, based on the historical average.[7*]In other words, a one-in-100 years event has a 1 percent chance of happening annually.[7*]REFERENCES:[1*] NASA, “The Water Cycle and Climate Change,” last accessed April 2021. https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/Water/page3.php[2*] Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, “Extreme Precipitation and Climate Change,” last accessed April 2021. https://www.c2es.org/content/extreme-precipitation-and-climate-change/[3*] Environmental Protection Agency, “Climate Change Indicators: Heavy Precipitation,” last updated August 2016. https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-heavy-precipitation[4*] Travis Madsen and Nathan Willcox, “When It Rains, It Pours: Global Warming and the Increase in Extreme Precipitation from 1948 to 2011,” (Environment America Research & Policy Center, 2012). https://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/When%20It%20Rains,%20It%20Pours%20vUS.pdf[5*] Alexandra Witze, “Why extreme rains are gaining strength as the climate warms,” Nature, last updated November 22, 2018. https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-07447-1[6*] NOAA, “Extreme downpours could increase fivefold across parts of the US,” December 5, 2016. https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/12/161205113434.htm [7*] United States Geological Survey, “Floods: Recurrence Intervals and 100-year Floods,” last accessed April 2021. http://water.usgs.gov/edu/100yearflood.htmlSLIDE SOURCE(S): https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2017/10/23/new-yorks-future-could-feature-hurricanes-atop-drastically-higher-seas-scientists-warn/
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Presentation Notes
ID #3661.G - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.So, if you look at the extreme weather, climate-related events around the world, the reinsurance industry has been charting them, of course, that's connected to their business, and you can see they continue to go up dramatically. DESCRIPTION: Graph of worldwide extreme weather catastrophes by number of events, 1980 - 2020ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: In 2020, Munich Re noted 980 natural disasters were observed around the world with related overall losses totaling USD $210 billion. Only $82 billion of these were insured. That compares to $166 billion in total loss, and $57 billion in insured loss in 2019.[1*] Of the ten costliest natural disasters in 2020, six occurred in the United States. The costliest disaster in 2020 was severe flooding associated with monsoonal rains in China.[1*]Note that natural catastrophes include: extreme temperatures, droughts, wildfires, floods, mass movements, tropical storms, extratropical storms, convective storms, local storms, earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic activity. Not all of these have been conclusively connected to climate change. The graph above does not include geophysical events (earthquakes, tsunamis, and volcanic activity) for this reason.[2*]REFERENCES:[1*] Munich Re, “Record hurricane season and major wildfires – The natural disaster figures for 2020,” January 7, 2021. https://www.munichre.com/en/company/media-relations/media-information-and-corporate-news/media-information/2021/2020-natural-disasters-balance.html [2*] Insurance Information Institute, “Facts + Statistics: Global catastrophes”,” last accessed April 2021. http://www.iii.org/fact-statistic/catastrophes-global SLIDE SOURCE(S): https://www.munichre.com/topics-online/en/2018/01/2017-year-in-figures; https://www.munichre.com/topics-online/en/climate-change-and-natural-disasters/natural-disasters/the-natural-disasters-of-2018-in-figures.html; https://www.munichre.com/topics-online/en/climate-change-and-natural-disasters/natural-disasters/natural-disasters-of-2019-in-figures-tropical-cyclones-cause-highest-losses.html



Gila National Forest, New Mexico
June 24, 2018

The Buzzard fire 
burned over 
50,000 acres.
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Presentation Notes
ID #5461 - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of firefighters backlit by a mountain fire in Gila National Forest, New Mexico, taken on June 24, 2018 with text about the Buzzard fireADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Research shows that changes in climate have led to hot, dry conditions that increase the risk of fire activity. [1*] Wildfires are increasing in size, intensity, and duration, burning hotter and longer.[1*]Fire seasons are also lasting longer. [2*]Five main factors contribute to increased fire activity in some areas. First, spring and summer are coming earlier and lasting longer, respectively, and come with more extreme temperatures.[3*]Second, with spring arriving earlier, snowpack is melting sooner, resulting in less water available during the hottest months and giving vegetation more time to dry out.[3*]Third, plants lose water during transpiration — and the higher the ambient temperature, the more water they lose, leaving them drier and more susceptible to fire.[3*]Fourth, studies show that lightning-induced North American forest fires have increased since 1975 and predict that the number of lightning strikes in the United States could increase by about 12 percent for every degree Celsius of warming.[3*] If that wasn’t enough, studies also predict a 50-percent increase by the end of the century.[4*] Finally, there is new evidence that climate change may cause more extreme winds in some parts of the world and fan more flames when fires do break out.[4*]Compared to natural causes, wildfires are most often the result of human activity, stemming from debris burning, arson, campfires, and fireworks – all made more dangerous under drier conditions.[2*]In recent decades, man-made fires have tripled the average fire season.[2*]From 1992-2012, nearly 84 percent of all US fires were intentionally or accidentally caused by people.[2*]Annually, wildfires can already burn millions of hectares and force hundreds of thousands to evacuate, with consequences for both immediate safety and long-term health.[5*] Triggered by warmer temperatures and drier conditions, wildfires and related damages are projected to increase globally this century, particularly in parts of Europe and throughout western North America.[6*] Forest fires are also a major threat to air quality: particle emissions can lead to increased health issues, such as cardiac and respiratory disease, as well as direct mortality.[6*]REFERENCES:[1*] Center For Climate And Energy Solutions, “Wildfires and Climate Change,” last accessed April, 2018. https://www.c2es.org/content/wildfires-and-climate-change/[2*] Jason Daley, “Study Shows 84% Of Wildfires Caused By Humans” (Smithsonian Institute, February 2017). https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/study-shows-84-wildfires-caused-humans-180962315/[3*] Chelsea Harvey, “Here’s What We Know About Wildfires And Climate Change” (Climate Wire, Scientific American, October 2017). https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/heres-what-we-know-about-wildfires-and-climate-change/[4*] Andrea Thompson, “Lightning May Increase With Global Warming” (Climate Central, Scientific American, November 2014). https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/lightning-may-increase-with-global-warming/[5*] Anne-Sophie Brandlin, “How climate change is increasing forest fires around the world,” Union of Concerned Scientists, last accessed April, 2018. https://www.ucsusa.org/global-warming/science-and-impacts/impacts/global-warming-and-wildfire.html#.WuIWwtPwZTY[6*] R. Sari Kovats et al., “Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Part B: Regional Aspects,” Contribution of Working Group II to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Section 23.4.4 (March 31, 2014): Pages 1267-1326. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WGIIAR5-PartB_FINAL.pdf



Edwards, Colorado
April 1, 2018

The fire season in 
the U.S. west is now 

105 days longer
than in 1970.
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Presentation Notes
ID #4660.B - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of a fire in Edwards, Colorado from April 1, 2018 with text that says the average fire season in the American west is now 105 days longer than in 1970ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Research shows that changes in climate have led to hot, dry conditions that increase the risk of fire activity. [1*] Wildfires are increasing in size, intensity, and duration, burning hotter and longer.[1*]Fire seasons are also lasting longer. [2*]Five main factors contribute to increased fire activity in some areas. First, spring and summer are coming earlier and lasting longer, respectively, and come with more extreme temperatures.[3*]Second, with spring arriving earlier, snowpack is melting sooner, resulting in less water available during the hottest months and giving vegetation more time to dry out.[3*]Third, plants lose water during transpiration — and the higher the ambient temperature, the more water they lose, leaving them drier and more susceptible to fire.[3*]Fourth, studies show that lightning-induced North American forest fires have increased since 1975 and predict that the number of lightning strikes in the United States could increase by about 12 percent for every degree Celsius of warming.[3*] If that wasn’t enough, studies also predict a 50-percent increase by the end of the century.[4*] Finally, there is new evidence that climate change may cause more extreme winds in some parts of the world and fan more flames when fires do break out.[4*]Compared to natural causes, wildfires are most often the result of human activity, stemming from debris burning, arson, campfires, and fireworks – all made more dangerous under drier conditions.[2*]In recent decades, man-made fires have tripled the average fire season.[2*]From 1992-2012, nearly 84 percent of all US fires were intentionally or accidentally caused by people.[2*]Annually, wildfires can already burn millions of hectares and force hundreds of thousands to evacuate, with consequences for both immediate safety and long-term health.[5*] Triggered by warmer temperatures and drier conditions, wildfires and related damages are projected to increase globally this century, particularly in parts of Europe and throughout western North America.[6*] Forest fires are also a major threat to air quality: particle emissions can lead to increased health issues, such as cardiac and respiratory disease, as well as direct mortality.[6*]REFERENCES:[1*] Center For Climate And Energy Solutions, “Wildfires and Climate Change,” last accessed April, 2018. https://www.c2es.org/content/wildfires-and-climate-change/[2*] Jason Daley, “Study Shows 84% Of Wildfires Caused By Humans” (Smithsonian Institute, February 2017). https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/study-shows-84-wildfires-caused-humans-180962315/[3*] Chelsea Harvey, “Here’s What We Know About Wildfires And Climate Change” (Climate Wire, Scientific American, October 2017). https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/heres-what-we-know-about-wildfires-and-climate-change/[4*] Andrea Thompson, “Lightning May Increase With Global Warming” (Climate Central, Scientific American, November 2014). https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/lightning-may-increase-with-global-warming/[5*] Anne-Sophie Brandlin, “How climate change is increasing forest fires around the world,” Union of Concerned Scientists, last accessed April, 2018. https://www.ucsusa.org/global-warming/science-and-impacts/impacts/global-warming-and-wildfire.html#.WuIWwtPwZTY[6*] R. Sari Kovats et al., “Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Part B: Regional Aspects,” Contribution of Working Group II to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Section 23.4.4 (March 31, 2014): Pages 1267-1326. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WGIIAR5-PartB_FINAL.pdf



Durango, Colorado
June 12, 2018

© 2018 Jerry McBride/The Durango Herald via AP
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ID #5464 - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of two women playing golf with a fire burning in the background in Durango, Colorado from June 12, 2018ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Research shows that changes in climate have led to hot, dry conditions that increase the risk of fire activity. [1*] Wildfires are increasing in size, intensity, and duration, burning hotter and longer.[1*]Fire seasons are also lasting longer. [2*]Five main factors contribute to increased fire activity in some areas. First, spring and summer are coming earlier and lasting longer, respectively, and come with more extreme temperatures.[3*]Second, with spring arriving earlier, snowpack is melting sooner, resulting in less water available during the hottest months and giving vegetation more time to dry out.[3*]Third, plants lose water during transpiration — and the higher the ambient temperature, the more water they lose, leaving them drier and more susceptible to fire.[3*]Fourth, studies show that lightning-induced North American forest fires have increased since 1975 and predict that the number of lightning strikes in the United States could increase by about 12 percent for every degree Celsius of warming.[3*] If that wasn’t enough, studies also predict a 50-percent increase by the end of the century.[4*] Finally, there is new evidence that climate change may cause more extreme winds in some parts of the world and fan more flames when fires do break out.[4*]Compared to natural causes, wildfires are most often the result of human activity, stemming from debris burning, arson, campfires, and fireworks – all made more dangerous under drier conditions.[2*]In recent decades, man-made fires have tripled the average fire season.[2*]From 1992-2012, nearly 84 percent of all US fires were intentionally or accidentally caused by people.[2*]Annually, wildfires can already burn millions of hectares and force hundreds of thousands to evacuate, with consequences for both immediate safety and long-term health.[5*] Triggered by warmer temperatures and drier conditions, wildfires and related damages are projected to increase globally this century, particularly in parts of Europe and throughout western North America.[6*] Forest fires are also a major threat to air quality: particle emissions can lead to increased health issues, such as cardiac and respiratory disease, as well as direct mortality.[6*]REFERENCES:[1*] Center For Climate And Energy Solutions, “Wildfires and Climate Change,” last accessed April, 2018. https://www.c2es.org/content/wildfires-and-climate-change/[2*] Jason Daley, “Study Shows 84% Of Wildfires Caused By Humans” (Smithsonian Institute, February 2017). https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/study-shows-84-wildfires-caused-humans-180962315/[3*] Chelsea Harvey, “Here’s What We Know About Wildfires And Climate Change” (Climate Wire, Scientific American, October 2017). https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/heres-what-we-know-about-wildfires-and-climate-change/[4*] Andrea Thompson, “Lightning May Increase With Global Warming” (Climate Central, Scientific American, November 2014). https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/lightning-may-increase-with-global-warming/[5*] Anne-Sophie Brandlin, “How climate change is increasing forest fires around the world,” Union of Concerned Scientists, last accessed April, 2018. https://www.ucsusa.org/global-warming/science-and-impacts/impacts/global-warming-and-wildfire.html#.WuIWwtPwZTY[6*] R. Sari Kovats et al., “Climate Change 2014: Impacts, Adaptation, and Vulnerability. Part B: Regional Aspects,” Contribution of Working Group II to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Section 23.4.4 (March 31, 2014): Pages 1267-1326. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WGIIAR5-PartB_FINAL.pdf



“I had 400 acres of wheat, 

and now it’s all desert.”
Ahmed Abdullah, Syrian farmer

October 2010
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The 2006 – 2010 drought 
turned 60% of Syria’s 
fertile land into desert

…and drove
1.5 million people

into Syria’s 
already crowded cities
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“…the Syrian minister of agriculture 
...stated publicly that economic and 
social fallout from the drought was

‘beyond our capacity as a country to 
deal with.’”

Cable from the U.S. Embassy in 
Damascus 

to the State Department
November 8, 2008
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"Human beings are members of a whole,
In creation of one essence and soul.
If one member is afflicted with pain,
Other members uneasy will remain.
If you have no sympathy for human pain,
The name of human you cannot retain.”

Poem from S. Shirazi 1210-1291
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Jos Lelieveld
The Max Planck Institute for Chemistry

May 2016

“In future, the climate in large parts of 
the world

could… render some regions 
uninhabitable,

which will surely contribute to 
the pressure to migrate.”
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ID #4020.B - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.DESCRIPTION: Quote from Jos Lelieveld on the future inhabitability of the Middle East and North AfricaADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Increasing levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases – such as carbon dioxide (CO2), methane, and nitrous oxide – in the atmosphere are causing global average temperatures to rise.[1*] We can see it happening: Surface temperatures in each of the last three decades have been successively warmer than in any preceding decade since 1850.[1*]Between 1880 and 2012, global average temperatures (land and sea temperatures combined) rose 0.85 degrees Celsius (1.5 degrees Fahrenheit).[1*]According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and based on multiple independent analyses of measurements, it is virtually certain (99-100 percent confidence) that globally the lowest level of the atmosphere (the troposphere) has warmed since the mid-twentieth century.[1*]Oceans have stored much of the increased energy in our climate system.[1*]Ocean warming accounts for more than 90 percent of the energy accumulated between 1971 and 2010.[1*]This is in contrast to only about 1 percent stored in the atmosphere.[1*]Globally, the ocean has warmed the most in the water closest to the surface, with the upper 75 meters warming 0.11 degrees Celsius per decade from 1971—2010.[1*]Heat waves are becoming more frequent in many regions, thanks to human activity.[1*]According to the IPCC, is it likely (66-100 percent confidence) that heat waves are becoming more and more frequent in large parts of Europe, Asia, and Australia and that human activity has made them twice as probable.[1*]IPCC scientists say is very likely (90-100 percent confidence) that heat waves will occur more often and last longer over the twentieth century.[1*]Temperatures keep rising.[1*]Scientists expect global mean surface temperatures to increase an additional 0.3-0.7 degrees Celsius from 2016—2035.[1*]Scientists expect global surface temperature change will likely exceed 1.5 degrees Celsius between 2081—2100 in all but the most conservative projections.[1*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WGIIAR5-PartB_FINAL.pdf



The heat index in 
Bandar Mahshahr reached

165° F
(74° C) on July 31, 2015
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The world could see over 
1 billion climate migrants
by the end of this century.

The Lancet Countdown Report
October 2017
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Food Surpluses and Deficits
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ID #3177.B - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Chart showing surpluses and deficits of food (cereals, rice, oilseeds, meals, oils, and feed equivalent of meat) around the world, 1965-2019ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The global food system is incredibly complex and shaped by many interrelated factors that are all affected by climate change.[1*]As temperatures increase, the availability of water changes and the composition of the air changes too.[1*]Changing water availability and air composition mean new challenges for the crops we rely on, which evolved to succeed in the conditions of the last 10,000 years.[1*]The three most prominent challenges crops face are heat stress, new pests, and expanded ranges for diseases. [1*] Crops have responded to these challenges in increasingly disastrous ways that often diminish the nutrition they carry and increase the toxins they accumulate.[2*], [4*]Food challenges don’t end there, due to the fact that the planet is now experiencing more numerous and extreme hot days than any other time in human history. If the level of warming exceeds a crop’s optimum temperature for extended periods, yields can decline.[3*] More extreme temperatures over longer periods lead to droughts and hinder the transformation of nitrates in ruminants’ digestion, which can cause asphyxiation in animals like cows and sheep.[4*] Warmer temperatures also contribute to the poleward migration of many plants and the pests that plague them. Beyond expanding the range of pests, warmer temperatures also increase the reproduction and metabolism of insect herbivores, making these pests an even greater threat.[5*] For example, climate change has helped facilitate the spread of the Colorado potato beetle. This beetle is now inhabiting areas toward the north and south poles that were once too cold.[6*] As relative humidity, air temperatures, precipitation and weather patterns shift, diseases have also expanded their ranges. This has allowed diseases to take root in locations closer to both poles and also in higher altitudes that would have been too cold in the past.[7*] Two examples of diseases spreading thanks to our changing climate are wheat rust and aflatoxins. Wheat rust is a crop blight currently present in many countries throughout Africa and the Middle East.[8*] One of the most dangerous strains of wheat stem rust is Ug99, which can cause as much as 100 percent crop loss and threatens 90 percent of current wheat varieties grown worldwide.[9*] Aflatoxins are molds that can affect plant crops and raise the risk of liver damage, cancer and blindness, as well as stunting fetuses and infants.Aflatoxins are spreading to more areas as a result of shifting weather patterns, with approximately 4.5 billion people in developing countries exposed each year, though the amounts are largely unmonitored, and the numbers are rising.[10*]Rising carbon dioxide levels do more than trap heat in the atmosphere – they also have a direct impact on crop nutrition. While higher carbon dioxide levels do promote faster plant growth, the increase in carbon dioxide levels also reduces plants’ need for protein, resulting in less protein in crop yields.[11*]Researchers found that major crops – like wheat, barley, rice, and potato – grown in projected 2100 carbon dioxide levels (540—948 ppm) have 6—15 percent less protein than those grown in current carbon dioxide levels (315-400 ppm), significantly reducing their nutritional value.[11*] Higher concentrations of carbon dioxide in plants also reduces their levels of micro- and macro-nutrients.High carbon dioxide concentrations cut levels of key nutrients such as iron, zinc, calcium and magnesium by 5 to 10 percent in most plant species.[11*]This means most crops have fewer essential minerals per calorie and become less nutritious.[11*] Currently, about 2.4 billion people get at least 60 percent of their zinc and iron from staple crops.[12*]Experts project that as crops become less nutritious because of the climate crisis, an additional 25 million children under five will at risk of malnutrition by 2050.[12*]The climate threat to our food doesn’t end with nutrition. Related environmental stresses may trigger biophysical reactions in plants harmful to humans, a phenomenon termed “poison chalice.”[3*] Drought conditions can cause dangerous nitrate levels to accumulate in crops.[3*]This is because stress prevents nitrates converting into amino acids and proteins necessary for the plant to grow and reproduce.[3*] Although uncommon, cyanide can accumulate in plants under the right conditions.[13*]Examples include when severe drought-stressed corps, such as corn or sorghum, are exposed to rainfall or irrigation and grow rapidly, which can cause the toxin cyanide to form. Cyanide can also form when plants are injured by frost or pesticides.[13*]The concentration of this toxin will dissipate over time, but when plants are harvested or ingested close to the event, high concentration of cyanide can be present.[13*]REFERENCES: [1*] The U.S. Department of Agriculture, “Executive Summary: Climate Change, Global Food Security and the U.S. Food System” (December 2015). http://www.usda.gov/oce/climate_change/FoodSecurity2015Assessment/CCFS_Executive_Summary.pdf (page 2)[2*] Myers, Samuel S., et al. "Increasing CO2 threatens human nutrition." Nature. Vol. 510, Issue 7503 (2014): 139-142. http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v510/n7503/abs/nature13179.html[3*] E. A. Ainsworth and D. R. Ort, “How Do We Improve Crop Production in a Warming World?” Plant Physiology 154, vol 2 (October 2010): 526-530. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2949002/[4*] Daniel Francis, “Crops react to climate change by accumulating toxins,” Pulse Headlines, June 1, 2016. http://www.pulseheadlines.com/crops-react-climate-change-accumulating-toxins/33496/ [5*] D. P. Bebber, M. A. T. Ramotowski, and S. J. Gurr. "Crop pests and pathogens move polewards in a warming world." Nature Climate Change, vol. 3 (November 2013): 985-988. https://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate1990.epdf[6*] Rebecca Morelle, “Climate change ‘driving spread of crop pests’,” BBC News, September 2, 2013. http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-23899019[7*] Bryan Walsh, “A Warmer World Will Mean More Pests and Pathogens for Crops,” TIME Magazine, September 2, 2013. http://science.time.com/2013/09/02/a-warmer-world-will-mean-more-pests-and-pathogens-for-crops/[8*] The Economist, “Rust in the bread basket,” July 1, 2010. http://www.economist.com/node/16481593[9*] R. P. Singh, et al., “The Emergence of Ug99 Races of the Stem Rust Fungus is a Threat to World Wheat Production,” Annual Review of Phytopathology 49 (September 2011): 465-481. http://www.annualreviews.org/doi/10.1146/annurev-phyto-072910-095423[10*] Kagondu Njagi, “Extreme weather increasing level of toxins in food, scientists warn,” Reuters, May 31, 2016. http://www.reuters.com/article/us-climatechange-food-toxins-idUSKCN0YM0AH[11*] Lewis Ziska, “Climate and Health Assessment Chapter 7: Food Safety, Nutrition, and Distribution,” (US Global Change Research Program, 2016). https://health2016.globalchange.gov/food-safety-nutrition-and-distribution[12*] Damian Carrington, “Climate change making food crops less nutritious, research finds,” The Guardian, May 7, 2014. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/may/07/climate-change-food-crops-nutrition [13*] C. Stichler, and J. C. Reagor, “Nitrate and Prussic Acid Poisoning” The Texas A&M University AgriLife Extension (July 2010). http://agrilifecdn.tamu.edu/victoriacountyagnr/files/2010/07/Nitrate-Prussic-Acid-Poisoning.pdf



Projected Yield Declines For Each 1° C of Warming

These four crops make up two thirds of human caloric intake.
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ID #5022.B - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.DESCRIPTION: Text slide showing the projected yield declines for each 1 degree Celsius of warming for corn, wheat, rice, and soyADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The global food system is incredibly complex and shaped by many interrelated factors that are all affected by climate change.[1*]As temperatures increase, the availability of water changes and the composition of the air changes too.[1*]Changing water availability and air composition mean new challenges for the crops we rely on, which evolved to succeed in the conditions of the last 10,000 years.[1*]The three most prominent challenges crops face are heat stress, new pests, and expanded ranges for diseases. [1*] Crops have responded to these challenges in increasingly disastrous ways that often diminish the nutrition they carry and increase the toxins they accumulate.[2*], [4*]Food challenges don’t end there, due to the fact that the planet is now experiencing more numerous and extreme hot days than any other time in human history. If the level of warming exceeds a crop’s optimum temperature for extended periods, yields can decline.[3*] More extreme temperatures over longer periods lead to droughts and hinder the transformation of nitrates in ruminants’ digestion, which can cause asphyxiation in animals like cows and sheep.[4*] Warmer temperatures also contribute to the poleward migration of many plants and the pests that plague them. Beyond expanding the range of pests, warmer temperatures also increase the reproduction and metabolism of insect herbivores, making these pests an even greater threat.[5*] For example, climate change has helped facilitate the spread of the Colorado potato beetle. This beetle is now inhabiting areas toward the north and south poles that were once too cold.[6*] As relative humidity, air temperatures, precipitation and weather patterns shift, diseases have also expanded their ranges. This has allowed diseases to take root in locations closer to both poles and also in higher altitudes that would have been too cold in the past.[7*] Two examples of diseases spreading thanks to our changing climate are wheat rust and aflatoxins. Wheat rust is a crop blight currently present in many countries throughout Africa and the Middle East.[8*] One of the most dangerous strains of wheat stem rust is Ug99, which can cause as much as 100 percent crop loss and threatens 90 percent of current wheat varieties grown worldwide.[9*] Aflatoxins are molds that can affect plant crops and raise the risk of liver damage, cancer and blindness, as well as stunting fetuses and infants.Aflatoxins are spreading to more areas as a result of shifting weather patterns, with approximately 4.5 billion people in developing countries exposed each year, though the amounts are largely unmonitored, and the numbers are rising.[10*]Rising carbon dioxide levels do more than trap heat in the atmosphere – they also have a direct impact on crop nutrition. While higher carbon dioxide levels do promote faster plant growth, the increase in carbon dioxide levels also reduces plants’ need for protein, resulting in less protein in crop yields.[11*]Researchers found that major crops – like wheat, barley, rice, and potato – grown in projected 2100 carbon dioxide levels (540—948 ppm) have 6—15 percent less protein than those grown in current carbon dioxide levels (315-400 ppm), significantly reducing their nutritional value.[11*] Higher concentrations of carbon dioxide in plants also reduces their levels of micro- and macro-nutrients.High carbon dioxide concentrations cut levels of key nutrients such as iron, zinc, calcium and magnesium by 5 to 10 percent in most plant species.[11*]This means most crops have fewer essential minerals per calorie and become less nutritious.[11*] Currently, about 2.4 billion people get at least 60 percent of their zinc and iron from staple crops.[12*]Experts project that as crops become less nutritious because of the climate crisis, an additional 25 million children under five will at risk of malnutrition by 2050.[12*]The climate threat to our food doesn’t end with nutrition. Related environmental stresses may trigger biophysical reactions in plants harmful to humans, a phenomenon termed “poison chalice.”[3*] Drought conditions can cause dangerous nitrate levels to accumulate in crops.[3*]This is because stress prevents nitrates converting into amino acids and proteins necessary for the plant to grow and reproduce.[3*] Although uncommon, cyanide can accumulate in plants under the right conditions.[13*]Examples include when severe drought-stressed corps, such as corn or sorghum, are exposed to rainfall or irrigation and grow rapidly, which can cause the toxin cyanide to form. Cyanide can also form when plants are injured by frost or pesticides.[13*]The concentration of this toxin will dissipate over time, but when plants are harvested or ingested close to the event, high concentration of cyanide can be present.[13*]REFERENCES: [1*] The U.S. Department of Agriculture, “Executive Summary: Climate Change, Global Food Security and the U.S. Food System” (December 2015). http://www.usda.gov/oce/climate_change/FoodSecurity2015Assessment/CCFS_Executive_Summary.pdf (page 2)[2*] Myers, Samuel S., et al. "Increasing CO2 threatens human nutrition." Nature. Vol. 510, Issue 7503 (2014): 139-142. http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v510/n7503/abs/nature13179.html[3*] E. A. Ainsworth and D. R. Ort, “How Do We Improve Crop Production in a Warming World?” Plant Physiology 154, vol 2 (October 2010): 526-530. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2949002/[4*] Daniel Francis, “Crops react to climate change by accumulating toxins,” Pulse Headlines, June 1, 2016. http://www.pulseheadlines.com/crops-react-climate-change-accumulating-toxins/33496/ [5*] D. P. Bebber, M. A. T. Ramotowski, and S. J. Gurr. "Crop pests and pathogens move polewards in a warming world." Nature Climate Change, vol. 3 (November 2013): 985-988. https://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate1990.epdf[6*] Rebecca Morelle, “Climate change ‘driving spread of crop pests’,” BBC News, September 2, 2013. http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-23899019[7*] Bryan Walsh, “A Warmer World Will Mean More Pests and Pathogens for Crops,” TIME Magazine, September 2, 2013. http://science.time.com/2013/09/02/a-warmer-world-will-mean-more-pests-and-pathogens-for-crops/[8*] The Economist, “Rust in the bread basket,” July 1, 2010. http://www.economist.com/node/16481593[9*] R. P. Singh, et al., “The Emergence of Ug99 Races of the Stem Rust Fungus is a Threat to World Wheat Production,” Annual Review of Phytopathology 49 (September 2011): 465-481. http://www.annualreviews.org/doi/10.1146/annurev-phyto-072910-095423[10*] Kagondu Njagi, “Extreme weather increasing level of toxins in food, scientists warn,” Reuters, May 31, 2016. http://www.reuters.com/article/us-climatechange-food-toxins-idUSKCN0YM0AH[11*] Lewis Ziska, “Climate and Health Assessment Chapter 7: Food Safety, Nutrition, and Distribution,” (US Global Change Research Program, 2016). https://health2016.globalchange.gov/food-safety-nutrition-and-distribution[12*] Damian Carrington, “Climate change making food crops less nutritious, research finds,” The Guardian, May 7, 2014. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/may/07/climate-change-food-crops-nutrition [13*] C. Stichler, and J. C. Reagor, “Nitrate and Prussic Acid Poisoning” The Texas A&M University AgriLife Extension (July 2010). http://agrilifecdn.tamu.edu/victoriacountyagnr/files/2010/07/Nitrate-Prussic-Acid-Poisoning.pdf
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Tick-borne diseases affect up to 80% of the world’s 
livestock, with a cost of up to $19 billion per year.

An estimated 60% of known infectious 
diseases and up to 75% of new or emerging 
infectious diseases are zoonotic in origin* 

*Source: https://www.cdc.gov/onehealth/index.html and * Salyer, 2017
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ID #5527 - May not be modified or used in presentations that are recorded, streamed, or broadcast.DESCRIPTION: Photo of cows in Namibia and text that states that tick-borne diseases affect up to 80 percent of the world’s livestockADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: The global food system is incredibly complex and shaped by many interrelated factors that are all affected by climate change.[1*]As temperatures increase, the availability of water changes and the composition of the air changes too.[1*]Changing water availability and air composition mean new challenges for the crops we rely on, which evolved to succeed in the conditions of the last 10,000 years.[1*]The three most prominent challenges crops face are heat stress, new pests, and expanded ranges for diseases. [1*] Crops have responded to these challenges in increasingly disastrous ways that often diminish the nutrition they carry and increase the toxins they accumulate.[2*], [4*]Food challenges don’t end there, due to the fact that the planet is now experiencing more numerous and extreme hot days than any other time in human history. If the level of warming exceeds a crop’s optimum temperature for extended periods, yields can decline.[3*] More extreme temperatures over longer periods lead to droughts and hinder the transformation of nitrates in ruminants’ digestion, which can cause asphyxiation in animals like cows and sheep.[4*] Warmer temperatures also contribute to the poleward migration of many plants and the pests that plague them. Beyond expanding the range of pests, warmer temperatures also increase the reproduction and metabolism of insect herbivores, making these pests an even greater threat.[5*] For example, climate change has helped facilitate the spread of the Colorado potato beetle. This beetle is now inhabiting areas toward the north and south poles that were once too cold.[6*] As relative humidity, air temperatures, precipitation and weather patterns shift, diseases have also expanded their ranges. This has allowed diseases to take root in locations closer to both poles and also in higher altitudes that would have been too cold in the past.[7*] Two examples of diseases spreading thanks to our changing climate are wheat rust and aflatoxins. Wheat rust is a crop blight currently present in many countries throughout Africa and the Middle East.[8*] One of the most dangerous strains of wheat stem rust is Ug99, which can cause as much as 100 percent crop loss and threatens 90 percent of current wheat varieties grown worldwide.[9*] Aflatoxins are molds that can affect plant crops and raise the risk of liver damage, cancer and blindness, as well as stunting fetuses and infants.Aflatoxins are spreading to more areas as a result of shifting weather patterns, with approximately 4.5 billion people in developing countries exposed each year, though the amounts are largely unmonitored, and the numbers are rising.[10*]Rising carbon dioxide levels do more than trap heat in the atmosphere – they also have a direct impact on crop nutrition. While higher carbon dioxide levels do promote faster plant growth, the increase in carbon dioxide levels also reduces plants’ need for protein, resulting in less protein in crop yields.[11*]Researchers found that major crops – like wheat, barley, rice, and potato – grown in projected 2100 carbon dioxide levels (540—948 ppm) have 6—15 percent less protein than those grown in current carbon dioxide levels (315-400 ppm), significantly reducing their nutritional value.[11*] Higher concentrations of carbon dioxide in plants also reduces their levels of micro- and macro-nutrients.High carbon dioxide concentrations cut levels of key nutrients such as iron, zinc, calcium and magnesium by 5 to 10 percent in most plant species.[11*]This means most crops have fewer essential minerals per calorie and become less nutritious.[11*] Currently, about 2.4 billion people get at least 60 percent of their zinc and iron from staple crops.[12*]Experts project that as crops become less nutritious because of the climate crisis, an additional 25 million children under five will at risk of malnutrition by 2050.[12*]The climate threat to our food doesn’t end with nutrition. Related environmental stresses may trigger biophysical reactions in plants harmful to humans, a phenomenon termed “poison chalice.”[3*] Drought conditions can cause dangerous nitrate levels to accumulate in crops.[3*]This is because stress prevents nitrates converting into amino acids and proteins necessary for the plant to grow and reproduce.[3*] Although uncommon, cyanide can accumulate in plants under the right conditions.[13*]Examples include when severe drought-stressed corps, such as corn or sorghum, are exposed to rainfall or irrigation and grow rapidly, which can cause the toxin cyanide to form. Cyanide can also form when plants are injured by frost or pesticides.[13*]The concentration of this toxin will dissipate over time, but when plants are harvested or ingested close to the event, high concentration of cyanide can be present.[13*]REFERENCES: [1*] The U.S. Department of Agriculture, “Executive Summary: Climate Change, Global Food Security and the U.S. Food System” (December 2015). http://www.usda.gov/oce/climate_change/FoodSecurity2015Assessment/CCFS_Executive_Summary.pdf (page 2)[2*] Myers, Samuel S., et al. "Increasing CO2 threatens human nutrition." Nature. Vol. 510, Issue 7503 (2014): 139-142. http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v510/n7503/abs/nature13179.html[3*] E. A. Ainsworth and D. R. Ort, “How Do We Improve Crop Production in a Warming World?” Plant Physiology 154, vol 2 (October 2010): 526-530. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2949002/[4*] Daniel Francis, “Crops react to climate change by accumulating toxins,” Pulse Headlines, June 1, 2016. http://www.pulseheadlines.com/crops-react-climate-change-accumulating-toxins/33496/ [5*] D. P. Bebber, M. A. T. Ramotowski, and S. J. Gurr. "Crop pests and pathogens move polewards in a warming world." Nature Climate Change, vol. 3 (November 2013): 985-988. https://www.nature.com/articles/nclimate1990.epdf[6*] Rebecca Morelle, “Climate change ‘driving spread of crop pests’,” BBC News, September 2, 2013. http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-23899019[7*] Bryan Walsh, “A Warmer World Will Mean More Pests and Pathogens for Crops,” TIME Magazine, September 2, 2013. http://science.time.com/2013/09/02/a-warmer-world-will-mean-more-pests-and-pathogens-for-crops/[8*] The Economist, “Rust in the bread basket,” July 1, 2010. http://www.economist.com/node/16481593[9*] R. P. Singh, et al., “The Emergence of Ug99 Races of the Stem Rust Fungus is a Threat to World Wheat Production,” Annual Review of Phytopathology 49 (September 2011): 465-481. http://www.annualreviews.org/doi/10.1146/annurev-phyto-072910-095423[10*] Kagondu Njagi, “Extreme weather increasing level of toxins in food, scientists warn,” Reuters, May 31, 2016. http://www.reuters.com/article/us-climatechange-food-toxins-idUSKCN0YM0AH[11*] Lewis Ziska, “Climate and Health Assessment Chapter 7: Food Safety, Nutrition, and Distribution,” (US Global Change Research Program, 2016). https://health2016.globalchange.gov/food-safety-nutrition-and-distribution[12*] Damian Carrington, “Climate change making food crops less nutritious, research finds,” The Guardian, May 7, 2014. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2014/may/07/climate-change-food-crops-nutrition [13*] C. Stichler, and J. C. Reagor, “Nitrate and Prussic Acid Poisoning” The Texas A&M University AgriLife Extension (July 2010). http://agrilifecdn.tamu.edu/victoriacountyagnr/files/2010/07/Nitrate-Prussic-Acid-Poisoning.pdf
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Allergies Will Be Much Worse by 2040

2040

Grains of pollen 
per cubic meter:

21,735

2000

Grains of pollen 
per cubic meter:

8,455

Average pollen counts are specific to North America
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ID #792.B - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.The average source has been eight and a half thousand grams per cubic meter proposed in 20 years to go up to more than 21,000 grams per cubic meter. That's a huge increase and for people who are vulnerable, that's a big impact. DESCRIPTION: Text slide about how allergies are projected to be much worse in 2040 due to higher pollen counts in the airADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Climate change is creating a global public health crisis that hits low-income families and communities of color hardest of all.Climate change impacts from to higher average temperatures to changing rainfall patterns to rising seas have far-reaching consequences for our health.For example, hotter and longer heatwaves increase the risk of heatstroke and other related diseases that can be deadly, especially for young people, seniors, and people already suffering from pre-existing conditions.Climate change affects the health of different groups differently. How and where we live are key factors in the ways climate change threatens our health.Poor families and communities of color already live with institutional neglect and structural racism in everything from greater exposure to pollution to less access to the high-quality, nutritious food and economic opportunities many wealthy and White families take for granted.These and other factors in turn significantly increase the health risks many people of color face from climate change.[1*]Climate change is increasing the number of extreme heat days in many parts of the world – with real consequences for human health.[1*] According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, it is “virtually certain” that the Earth will experience an increase in the frequency and magnitude of unusually warm days and nights by the end of the century.[2*] Extreme heat can cause unnecessary death and illness through heat stroke and heat exhaustion or by exacerbating chronic illness. In addition, heat exposure triggers multiple physiological mechanisms that cause damage to the brain, heart, intestines, kidneys, liver, lungs, and pancreas.[1*]Extreme heat events are especially dangerous for anyone older than 65 years, living with disabilities or pre-existing medical conditions, working outdoors or in non-cooled environments, and/or living in regions at the limits for human habitation.[3*]Thanks to the legacy of systemic racism and institutional neglect, poor families and communities of color are more likely to live in neighborhoods with less vegetation and more heat-trapping pavement. These factors together can make climate-fueled heatwaves even hotter and more dangerous for these communities in particular.[1*]Rising global average temperatures, precipitation changes, and increased flooding enable vector and waterborne diseases to spread farther and faster.[1*]Warming can allow vectors – small organisms such as mosquitos or ticks that can carry diseases – to expand their habitat ranges. Additionally, warmer temperatures can increase the number of days suitable for many vectors to reproduce, while in some cases allowing them to mature and reproduce faster. The bottom line: more disease-carrying mosquitos and ticks traveling farther than ever before[4*] Poor families and communities relying on older or inadequate water and sewage infrastructure face increased risk of water contamination and water-borne illness, especially after floods and storms.[1*]Native American and Alaskan Native communities lack access to clean drinking water at higher rates than others. Warmer water temperatures may exacerbate already-high rates of diarrhea-associated hospitalizations for children in these communities.[1*]Scientists project that climate change will make allergies worse in the coming decades.Carbon pollution and warmer temperatures cause plants to produce more pollen over longer growing seasons.[5*] Scientists predict that average pollen counts in 2040 will be more than double what they were in 2000.[5*]Higher temperatures are also associated with an increase in ozone, which makes the respiratory tract more sensitive to allergens.[1*]Allergies are a significant contributor to work and school absence and are one of the costliest chronic diseases in the US. Low-wage workers without paid sick leave face the very real prospect of losing their jobs and source of income if they have to miss work due to allergies or asthma.[1*]Climate impacts have unseen and profound consequences for human mental health.[1*]The incredible stress of living through climate-related disasters – with families often losing their homes, communities, and even ways of life – can cause significant mental health problems, including post-traumatic stress disorder, depression, suicide, anxiety, substance abuse, and interpersonal violence.[1*]Climate-related disasters can also bring extraordinary economic challenges and burdens that may increase the likelihood of stress-related mental health problems. For example, drought can severely impact mental health in rural communities that depend upon farming and ranching as a basis of economic support.[1*]To address the deeply unequal health impacts of climate change, we need system change that addresses the root causes of inequity.[1*]To support healthy, equitable, sustainable, and resilient communities, we need interventions all along the spectrum. This means targeting solutions from upstream policy and structural changes that help prevent negative health impacts to downstream treatment, rehabilitation, and disaster recovery efforts.[1*] Building the political and economic power and voice of disenfranchised poor families and communities of color is an essential first step. Not just in dismantling the systems that have perpetuated health inequities and put these communities in the path of climate disasters, but also in sharing their expertise and leadership on solutions.[1*]Actions that public health departments can and have taken to address climate, health, and equity include:Providing climate risk information in patient care.Improving data about vulnerable populations and health and social inequities and using it in planning and prioritization for climate and health programming.Conducting outreach to local environmental justice groups, community-based organizations, and community leaders to foster input in decision-making processes.Collaborating with community members to develop culturally and linguistically appropriate emergency alerts, education materials, and health services to ensure accessibility.[1*]REFERENCES: [1*] Linda Rudolph et al., “Climate Change, Health, and Equity: A Guide for Local Health Departments,” Public Health Institute and American Public Health Association, Oakland, CA and Washington D.C., (2018). https://www.apha.org/-/media/files/pdf/topics/climate/climate_health_equity.ashx?la=en&hash=14D2F64530F1505EAE7AB16A9F9827250EAD6C79[2*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/05/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full_wcover.pdf[3*] Nick Watts et al., “The 2020 report of the Lancet Countdown on health and climate change: responding to converging crises,” The Lancet Countdown, January 9, 2021.https://www.thelancet.com/article/S0140-6736(20)32290-X/fulltext[4*] Climate Nexus, “Climate Risk and Spread of Vector-borne Diseases,” last accessed April, 2021. http://climatenexus.org/learn/public-health-impacts/climate-change-and-vector-borne-diseases [5*] Aaron Bernstein, "Climate Change and Allergies," Harvard Chan C-CHANGE, last accessed April, 2021. https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/c-change/subtopics/climate-change-and-allergies/SLIDE SOURCE(S): http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/26/pollen-count-allergies_n_2957599.html



We now risk losing 
up to

50% of all 
land-based species

in this century

Most common blood pressure medication 
(ACE Inhibitor- Captopril) is originally isolated 
from a snake Venom…

We only have access to non-extinct species.
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Vibrio spp.
• Causing about 80,000 illness and 100 death annually in the United States.
• Infection symptoms vary depending on strain, ranging from diarrhea to high fever
• Vibrio is a halophilic bacterium and is a major concern in aquaculture industry
• Primary sources: Salt water environments and seafood
• Requires salt to reproduce (halophile)

Growth parameters Minimum Optimum Maximum

Temperature 41°F (5°C) 99°F (37°C) 114°F (45.3°C)

pH 4.8 7.8-8.6 11

aW 0.94 0.98 0.996 (10% NaCl)

Other Non-sporeformer, requires salt

Atmosphere Facultative - grows with or without oxygen
Sources: Seafood Hazards Guide 2011, ICMSF 1995 and Bad Bug Book 2nd edition

V. cholera
V. vulnificus
V. parahaemolyticus



Vibrio cholerae proliferation in sea water: 
Current Climate

Vibrio Cholerae: currently 760,000 global illness/24,000 death per year

Escobar LE et al. Acta Tropica 2015;149:202-11



Vibrio cholerae proliferation in sea water: 
Business-as-Usual Projection in 2100

Escobar LE et al. Acta Tropica 2015;149:202-11



• Mycotoxins (At 2°C increase, aflatoxin, North America and Europe).
• Aflatoxins: Peanuts, dried corn (maize), tree nuts, certain spices

• Ochratoxin A: Coffee, raisins, wine, cereal grains, certain spices

• Patulin: Fruits (apple and apple juice)

o Attraction of pests, plant diseases, weeds

o Changes in pesticide use pattern is likely

o Survival  and proliferation of the pathogen (e.g. Salmonella serovars)

o Antibiotic use and antibiotic residue

o Changes in migration pathways (e.g. for avian influenza)

o Changes in carriers and vectors (e.g. Zika virus)

o Changes in natural ecosystem

o Phycotoxins

Other Climate-Sensitive 
Challenges



Image: 2015 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/NASA

A harmful algal bloom in 2015 closed 
fisheries from Mexico to Alaska due 

to high levels of neurotoxins.

August 2015

Algae
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ID #3497.D - Can be used in noncommercial online and TV broadcasts of your presentation, but not modified.This is an algae bloom of enormous size, if you think about it, this is near the Bering Strait in Alaska all the way down to Baja California in Mexico. Look at that. And they have very high levels of neurotoxins. DESCRIPTION: Map illustrating a North American algal bloom stretching from Mexico to Alaska in August 2015ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS: Oceans are absorbing most of the extra heat energy trapped by increased greenhouse gases.[1*]From 1971–2010, the world’s oceans absorbed more than 90 percent of the extra accumulated heat energy from higher greenhouse gas levels.[1*]This extra energy is warming the oceans, especially in the water closest to the surface.[1*]Scientists project that the oceans will continue to warm this century, with the strongest surface warming forecasted in tropical regions and in the subtropical zone in the Northern Hemisphere.[1*]Climate change is disrupting how oceans regulate global temperatures.Oceans circulate heat around the world through massive currents that help regulate global climate and weather.[2*]Warmer, less dense water can slow down ocean heat circulation. So can changes in salinity, when land-based freshwater ice melts and runs off into the ocean, diluting salt concentrations.[2*] According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, it is very likely (90–100 percent confidence) that one of the largest currents – the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation – could weaken 11– 34 percent, depending on future emissions levels this century.[1*] This slowdown could mean cooling across the entire Northern Hemisphere while parts of the Southern Hemisphere become hotter.[2*]While cooler temperatures might sound good in the face of global warming, it could mean massive sea-level rise in eastern North America and shifting rainfall patterns that could dry up Europe’s rivers.[2*] Warming oceans are devastating the world’s precious coral reefs.Coral reefs are some of the most biodiverse habitats on the planet, home to nearly one-quarter of all ocean species, yet occur in less than 1 percent of the world’s oceans.[3*]Prolonged high water temperatures (among other factors) can cause coral polyps to expel the symbiotic algae that help them produce food.[3*]The result is coral bleaching, which puts the health of the whole reef system at risk.[3*] The world’s largest reef, the Great Barrier Reef off the Australian coast, frequently suffers from catastrophic bleaching events in response to regular heat stress.[4*]During the nine-month marine heatwave of 2016, an estimated 30 percent of the Great Barrier Reef’s corals died.[4*] Rising CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere are making our oceans more acidic – with wide-ranging and potentially catastrophic consequences.Since 1750, the global ocean has absorbed about 28 percent of the CO2 from burning fossil fuels.[5*]The ocean absorbs this carbon largely through a chemical reaction at the surface: CO2 combines with sea water to form carbonic acid, which leads to more acidic oceans.[5*] The more carbon the oceans absorb, the more acidic the water becomes.[5*]More acidic oceans makes it more difficult for creatures – like plankton, corals, and shellfish – to produce healthy hard skeletons or shells.[5*] This can lead to broader changes in the overall structure of ocean and coastal ecosystems, which can affect fish populations – and the people that depend on them.[5*] Changes in our ocean due to climate change will impact small-scale fishers.[6*]Climate change will significantly impact fisheries due to changes in sea temperature, salinity, and what kind of fish live where.Studies have shown that climate change will likely lead to fisheries in warmer regions becoming significantly less productive. These decreases will have disproportionate impacts on developing countries, which tend to be located in the tropics, as well as the small-scale fisheries that provide livelihoods, essential nutrition, and economic opportunities at the household, local, and national level in these regions. Warmer oceans can also encourage dangerous algae overgrowths that produce toxins and lower oxygen levels in the water, killing marine life and even people. In some regions, chemicals from agricultural runoff feed into these water waters creating ideal conditions for rapid algae growth known as algal blooms.[7*] Some types of algal blooms can produce extremely dangerous toxins that can cause eye and lung irritation and worsen asthma. These blooms can even kill people and animals.[7*]Growing algae depletes the oxygen in the water necessary for marine organisms to live, forcing species to flee or perish.[7*] From 1960–2010, the oceans lost an estimated 77 billion metric tons of oxygen, affecting an accumulated area approximately the size of the European Union.[8*]Fossil fuel pollution has severe impacts on ocean ecosystems and communities that depend on them.It’s not just the atmosphere that fossil fuels pollute. Millions of metric tons of plastics derived from oil and methane gas end up in the ocean each year. Marine animals can become entangled in or ingest plastic, causing them to drown, starve, or incur wounds. The plastic can also cover phototropic organisms that depend on access to light and oxygen to survive.[9*]When fossil fuels spill into the ocean, the results can be harmful or even deadly. People exposed to oil spills, especially those tasked with cleanup, are at risk of health problems like skin and eye irritation, neurologic and breathing problems, and stress.[10*] For marine animals, oil can interfere with the insulating ability and water repellency of fur and feathers, and it can poison animals that come into contact with it or accidentally ingest it while trying to clean themselves.[11*]The economic impacts of oil spills go far beyond the cost of cleanup to include losses from fisheries, aquaculture, tourism, recreation, and critical infrastructure that relies on clean water.[12*]Oil spills disproportionately hurt poor communities. For example, according to a study carried out in the immediate aftermath of the 2010 Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill, coastal residents in households earning less than $25,000 per year were more likely to report that they lost income, more likely to think they would have to move, and more likely to report adverse physical and mental health impacts among their children.[13*]REFERENCES:[1*] Rajendra K. Pachauri et al., “Climate Change 2014: Synthesis Report,” Contribution to the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Cambridge University Press, Topics 1 and 2 (November 2, 2014): 40-62. http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar5/syr/SYR_AR5_FINAL_full.pdf[2*] Nicola Jones, “How Climate Change Could Jam The World’s Ocean Circulation,” Yale Environment 360, September 6, 2016. https://e360.yale.edu/features/will_climate_change_jam_the_global_ocean_conveyor_belt [3*] NOAA Fisheries, “Shallow Coral Reef Habitat,” National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, last updated January 21, 2020. https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/national/habitat-conservation/shallow-coral-reef-habitat[4*] Ben Smee, “Great Barrier Reef: 30% of coral died in ‘catastrophic’ 2016 heatwave,” The Guardian, April 18, 2018. https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/apr/19/great-barrier-reef-30-of-coral-died-in-catastrophic-2016-heatwave[5*] US Environmental Protection Agency, “Climate Change Indicators: Ocean Acidity,” last updated January 30, 2021. https://www.epa.gov/climate-indicators/climate-change-indicators-ocean-acidity [6*] Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, “The State of the World Fisheries and Aquaculture 2020,” June 2020. http://www.fao.org/documents/card/en/c/ca9229en  [7*] National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences, “Algal Blooms,” last updated January 21, 2021. https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/topics/agents/algal-blooms/index.cfm[8*] Mindy Weisberger, “The Ocean Is Suffocating and It’s Our Fault,” Live Science, January 4, 2018. https://www.livescience.com/61338-ocean-losing-oxygen.html[9*] UNEP, “Research highlights true impacts of plastics on our planet, ecosystems and people,” March 12, 2019. https://www.unenvironment.org/news-and-stories/press-release/research-highlights-true-impacts-plastics-our-planet-ecosystems[10*] MedlinePlus, “Oil Spills,” US National Library of Medicine, last updated February 11, 2021. https://medlineplus.gov/oilspills.html[11*] NOAA, “How does oil impact marine life?” last updated February 25, 2021. https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/oilimpacts.html [12*] Jonathan L. Ramseur, "Oil Spills: Background and Governance,” Congressional Research Service, September 15, 2017. https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/RL33705.pdf [13*] David Abramson et al., “Impact on Children and Families of the Deepwater Horizon Oil Spill: Preliminary Findings of the Coastal Population Impact Study,” National Center for Disaster Preparedness, August 2010. https://academiccommons.columbia.edu/doi/10.7916/D8988GQT SLIDE SOURCE(S): https://www.climate.gov/news-features/event-tracker/scientists-link-toxic-algal-blooms-along-us-west-coast-warm-waters



Impact Analyses

Outreach Article Available at: 
https://researchoutreach.org/articles/changin
g-climate-threat-multiplier-foodborne-
waterborne-infectious-diseases-antibiotic-
resistance/
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Review of CPH Exam 
Practice Questions



What is the main foodborne pathogen of concern for 
processed ready-to-eat food commodities that could cause 
health complications such as fever, muscle aches, stiff neck, 
confusion, loss of balance, and convulsions as well as 
miscarriage, stillbirth, premature delivery in pregnant 
women?

A. Listeria monocytogenes
B. Non-Typhoidal Salmonella serovars
C. Pathogenic Cronobacter spp.
D. Shiga Toxin-Producing Escherichia coli
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Among the pathogens listed below, what is the leading 
causative agent for foodborne hospitalizations and 
death episodes in the United States, according to the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention active 
surveillance epidemiological data?

A. Listeria monocytogenes
B. Non-Typhoidal Salmonella serovars
C. Pathogenic Cronobacter spp
D. Shiga Toxin-Producing Escherichia coli
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Among the listed microbial agents, which pathogen 
has been associated with several domestic and 
international outbreaks of infant formula and could 
cause health complications in preterm infants and 
newborns?

A. Listeria monocytogenes
B. Shigella spp
C. Cronobacter sakazakii 
D. Shiga Toxin-Producing Escherichia coli
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Among the listed metrics, which is/are the 
fundamental and most often utilized epidemiological 
metric(s) for the study of infectious disease dynamics 
as an indicator of the contagiousness or 
transmissibility?

A. Disability Adjusted Life Year (DALY)
B. Kruskal-Wallis test
C. D-value and Z-value
D. The basic reproduction number (R0)
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What is the name of the largest legislation 
associated with food safety in last 70 years 
that was signed into law in January 4, 2011 
by President Barack Obama. 

A. Food Safety Modernization Act
B. Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
C. Pure Food and Drug Act
D. Federal Meat Inspection Act
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According to Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 
of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, which answer contains the top 10 Public 
Health Achievements of First Decade of 21st Century?

A. Vaccine-Preventable Diseases, Prevention and Control of Infectious Diseases, 
and Maternal and Infant Health

B. Cardiovascular Disease Prevention, Cancer Prevention, and Improved Public 
Health Preparedness and Response

C. Occupational Safety, Motor Vehicle Safety, Tobacco Control, and Childhood 
Lead Poisoning Prevention

D. All of the above are among the top 10 Public Health Achievements of First 
Decade of 21st Century
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Vaccination against polio provides lifelong protection, 
whereas influenza vaccines have to be administered 
each year. Which of the following statements best 
explains this difference in vaccine action?

A. Influenza vaccines are prepared from killed viruses, but polio vaccines are prepared 
from live, attenuated viruses.

B. Influenza vaccines have to be administered by injection, but the oral polio vaccine 
can be ingested.

C. Influenza viruses mutate at a much higher rate than poliovirus.

D. Poliovirus can only cause disease in humans, whereas influenza viruses can infect 
other species.
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A 22-year-old Latina woman brings her 13-month-old daughter to a health 
department clinic for routine well-child care. Both are enrolled in the Medicaid 
program. They live in an inner-city apartment building that the mother 
describes as "old and run down." The infant's diet consists of table foods; the 
principal protein sources are eggs, peanut butter, cheese, and canned 
tuna. Screening of the infant for which of the following conditions is 
recommended by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)?

A. Allergies and asthma

B. Pesticide exposure

C. Elevated blood lead concentration

D. Mercury poisoning
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The introduction of sewage into a stream is 
most likely to cause a measurable change in 

which of the following ways?

A. Decrease in decomposing organic concentration

B. Increase in biochemical oxygen demand

C. Increase in dissolved oxygen concentration

D. Stabilization of biochemical oxygen demand
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Which of the following terms refers to the systematic 
method by which environmental exposure to a substance is 
quantified using information about the hazardous properties 

of the substance, human exposure to the substance, dose-
response relationships, and risk characterization?

A. Risk management

B. Risk assessment

C. Risk communication

D. Risk control
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In addition to ozone and particulates, 
which of the following pollutants is 

most likely to aggravate asthma?

A. Arsenic

B. Carbon monoxide

C. Lead

D. Sulfur dioxide
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Under the Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act 
(AHERA), schools must be inspected for asbestos 

hazards. Which of the following is the public health 
basis for this regulation?

A. Children are likely to have behaviors that will expose them to asbestos in schools.

B. It is not feasible to regulate exposures in the home environments and schools are 
the next best location.

C. Asbestos was primarily placed in schools because the fire-retardant properties are 
protective of children.

D. Diseases associated with exposure to asbestos may have an extended latency 
period, putting exposed children at risk later in their lives.
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Recreational water quality in the United 
States is most affected by which of the 
following types of pollution?

A. Urban runoff after a rain event

B. Factory wastewater

C. Oil spilled from boat motors

D. Organic decomposition from weeds and rushes
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The outbreak of hantavirus pulmonary syndrome in 1993 in the Four Corners 
area of the Southwest resulted from an explosion in the population of deer 
mice. It is believed that the population increase resulted from an unusually wet 
spring that produced a more abundant than usual crop of piñon nuts, the major 
food source of the deer mouse in that area. An understanding of which of the 
following concepts is likely to be most pertinent to public health practitioners in 
preventing future outbreaks of this disease?

A. Biotic potential of the piñon nut

B. Effect of rainfall on homeostatic controls

C. Environmental resistance factors of the deer mouse

D. Environmental factors that limit the size of the deer mouse population
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A mother and her child have lived in an area with poor 
air quality for several years, yet only the child shows 
symptoms of an environmentally linked respiratory 
disease. Which of the following is the most likely 

reason?

A. Young children show symptoms earlier than adults.

B. Young children have higher metabolic and respiratory rates.

C. Adults living in these areas develop tolerance to air pollutants.

D. Adults are more likely to have comorbidities that mask the symptoms.
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Which of the following complaints 
is most likely to result in the 
investigation of a restaurant?

A. One person reported becoming ill after eating at the restaurant.

B. Two people became ill, one with a migraine headache and one with diarrhea, after 
eating at the restaurant.

C. Three friends became ill with vomiting within 4 hours of eating the same food 
items.

D. Five family members developed diarrhea within 48 hours of eating at the 
restaurant.
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Which of the following terms means 
that a tumor has spread to other 
locations within the body?

A. Malignant
B. Metastatic
C. Benign
D. Hyperplastic
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Which of the following can be 
considered a concern with live, 
attenuated vaccines?

A. They are very expensive to produce
B. They produce a weak response and require booster shots
C. They can cause disease in an immunocompromised individual
D. People can develop allergic reactions to them
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Characteristics, attributes or exposures such as 
hypertension, unsafe sex, alcohol consumption, 
unsafe water that can increase the likelihood of 
developing disease or injury are known as

A. Risk factors
B. Environmental factors
C. Causal factors
D. Community factors
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Which of the following methods is the 
most accurate exposure assessment in 
workers?

A. Determination of the chemical in the air
B. Biomonitoring of chemicals or metabolites of the chemicals in blood and urine
C. Determination of the chemical on the skin
D. Estimation of the exposure by taking an occupational history
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Which of the following disinfection 
methods is most commonly used in 
US drinking water supply systems?

A. Ozonation
B. Bromination
C. Chlorination
D. Ultraviolet irradiation
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The nutrient-rich solids produced as a 
byproduct of municipal sewage treatment 
and often proposed for use as a soil 
amender in agriculture is termed:

A. Hazardous waste
B. Suspended Solids
C. Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)
D. Sludge
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High level of nitrates in groundwater are of 
particular concern in rural communities that 
rely on well water because:

A. Nitrates can cause "Blue-Baby Syndrome" in infants
B. Nitrates are potent carcinogens in adults
C. The well water will be undrinkable due to taste, odor, and color problems
D. The well water will form nitric acid and become corrosive to metal pipes in the 

water system
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Three-Part Question
In a small community in the highlands (elevation of 1,000 
meters above sea level) of Ecuador, locals earned their living 
by manufacturing rugs. Rugs were made in indoor, closed 
rooms. The crowded  rooms were heated  by an open charcoal 
fire, provided approximately  5 cubic meters of air volume per 
person.

Workers began to complain of stiffness in the shoulders, 
backache, fatigue, and dizziness.  As the disease  progressed, 
workers  became  short  of breath  on exertion and experienced  
tightness and pain below the breast bone, numbness in the 
arms and hands, and swelling of the face.  The attacks of 
shortness of breath occurred mostly at night, whereas the 
episodes of pain and tightness around the heart, a condition 
known as angina pectoris, followed light work during the day.
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The most likely contaminants 
causing the described 

symptoms was:

A. Sulfur dioxide
B. Particulates
C. Carbon Monoxide
D. Carbon Dioxide
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The carboxyhemoglobin  levels 
in the exposed  workers: 

A. Dropped below 10% of normal levels
B. Stayed the same
C. Was found in the kidneys
D. Was elevated 
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What is a solution to the 
problem posed in the 
scenario?

A. Larger, well-ventilated rooms
B. Providing a medical staff to monitor workers
C. Moving the industry to sea level
D. Changing the material used to make the rugs
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Which term is used to characterize the 
social conditions of unequal distribution of 

environmental hazards?

A. Environmental equity
B. Environmental justice
C. Environmental pollution
D. Environmental democracy
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Blood lead levels are a public health concern, specifically for children. Until 2012, children were 
identified as having a blood lead “level of concern” if test results were 10 or more micrograms of 
lead per deciliter of blood. CDC is no longer using the term “level of concern” and is instead using 
the reference value to identify children who have been exposed to lead and require case management. 

Experts now use a reference level of 5 micrograms per deciliter to identify children with elevated 
blood lead levels. This new level is based on the US population of children aged 1 to 5 years who are 
in the highest 2.5% of children tested for lead in their blood. This reference value is based on the 97th

percentile of the National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey’s (NHANES’s) blood lead 
distribution in children. The new lower value means more children will likely be identified as having 
lead exposure, allowing parents, doctors, public health officials, and communities to take action 
earlier to reduce the child’s future exposure to lead.

Which of the following is this an example of?

A. How evidence-based biological claims can influence legislation enacted to 
protect the health of the public

B. How children remain the most vulnerable in our society
C. An overcautious approach
D. How political agendas can influence legislation
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There are many chemical agents that can cause diseases or 
disorders in humans. Which of the following would public 
health professionals suspect if a patient had symptoms of 
muscle spasms, nausea, vomiting, and abdominal pain? 
Another clue is that the product that is suspected to carry the 
agent is fertilizer.

A. Arsenic
B. Mercury
C. Asbestos
D. Organic solvents
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Which of the following 
is true about vaccines?

A. In some cases a person who completed all doses of a vaccine can still get the 
particular disease that it is expected to prevent

B. Vaccines have been shown to increase the incidence of autism in several studies
C. Most vaccines are not necessary these days because the infectious diseases they 

prevent are uncommon in the U.S.
D. Risks associated with vaccines are greater than the benefits in most cases
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In the US, which is the largest source of 
radiation does to the general public?

A. Automobiles
B. Medical use of x-rays
C. Radon gas
D. Nuclear waste
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The Clean Air Act directs the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
to establish national ____________ air 
quality standards?

A. Polluted
B. Ambient
C. Surrounding
D. Clean
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Which of the 
following is currently 
the most common 
cause of unintentional 
death in the U.S.?

A. Motor vehicle (traffic) accidents
B. Unintentional poisoning (e.g. drug abuse)
C. Unintentional gunshot wounds
D. Unintentional falls
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All of the following are 
true EXCEPT…

A. Environmental factors can cause mutations in our DNA
B. Changes in the environment can lead to altered levels of hormones in our bodies
C. Environmental factors are less important than genetics in the etiology of common 

diseases in the U.S.
D. Infectious diseases occur due to interactions between genetic and environmental 

factors
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Which of the following best 
describes how vaccines work?

A. Most vaccines work by triggering the body's adaptive immune system including 
antibody production that can target a specific pathogen

B. Most vaccines work by providing artificially produced antibodies that can attack 
specific pathogens

C. Most vaccines trigger the body's innate immune system which results in 
macrophages that engulf the pathogens

D. Most vaccines work through epigenetic mechanisms that turn on genes that 
produce specific antibodies
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Which of the following is true 
about newborn screening 

programs?

A. All states in the U.S. screen for the same set of genetic conditions in newborns
B. Most of the genetic conditions screened for follow an autosomal recessive pattern 

of inheritance
C. Almost all babies who have a positive newborn screen end up being diagnosed 

with the condition
D. In the U.S., most state newborn screening programs began in the 1990’s
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All of the following are true about gene 
expression EXCEPT...

A. Differences in gene expression explain why different cell types look and function 
differently

B. Gene expression can be controlled by preventing the transcription of DNA to 
form RNA

C. Gene expression can be controlled by preventing mRNA from being translated to 
create a protein

D. Identical twins have nearly identical gene expression throughout their lifetime
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Which of these groups of conditions 
include one or more single gene disorders 
that are part of the recommended uniform 
newborn screening panel?

A. Metabolic disorders (e.g., PKU, fatty acid oxidation disorders)
B. Endocrine disorders (e.g., congenital adrenal hyperplasia)
C. Hemoglobin disorders (e.g., sickle cell disease) and Hearing loss (e.g., 

connexin26)
D. All of the above
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Good Luck



Thank you

Dr. Aliyar Cyrus Fouladkhah,
Founding Director, Public Health Microbiology Foundation
Associate Professor, Tennessee State University
Email: afouladk@tnstate.edu or
aliyar.Fouladkhah@aya.yale.edu (life-time alumni account)

Phone: +1 (970) 690-7392
Website: https://publichealthmicrobiology.education/
Contributions of members of the Public Health Microbiology laboratory is greatly 
acknowledged. Finding supports of the program funders are additionally and 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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